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1. INTRODUCTION
Plastic design of multi-story frames was a logical out-
growth of the project Welded Continuous Frames and Their Components
(205) conducted at Lehigh University from 1950 to 1966, under the
guidance of the Welding Research Council with the financial
assistance and advice of several industrial and government groups.
In 1958 it was decided to begin in earnest a project on the
plastic design of multi-story frames under the guidance and sponsor-
ship of these same groups. This paper will present a brief summary
of this work by means of an outline of the objectives and scope of
the work and by presenting an annotated list of the reports,
published and unpublished, which were prepared in the course of
this work. Also a complete list of sponsors, committee members,
and research personnel will be presented in order to recognize the
contributions which have made this research progress possible.
2 . OBJECTIVES
The objectives of the overall program of projects which were
approved at the March 1950 meeting of the Lehigh Project Subcommittee
are listed in Appendix 1.
In the light of the work to be discussed here, these objectives
can be summarized by saying that we wanted to learn to apply plastic
design to the design of braced and unbraced multi-story steel frames
by conducting suitable theoretical and experimental investigations.
Upon accomplishing this, we would want to prepare and present
reports and courses for the instruction of engineers in these
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methods and pursue the subject until its proper adoption in design
practice and public acceptance.
3. SCOPE
To meet these objectives work has been conducted on different
phases under separate project titles and numbers. These are:
Project
No.
273
276
278
297
Title
Plastic Design of Multi-Story Frames
Frame Stability
Restrained Columns
Plastic Design in High-Strength Steel
Project 273, Plastic Design of Multi-Story Frames, is the over-
all project to tie together the info~mation gleaned from all other
sources and use it to prepare design methods for both braced and
unbraced multi-story frames. Appropriate tests·have been conducted
on a number of three-story frames and other components. All
operations were pointed toward preparation for· the Summer Conference
on Plastic Design of Multi-Story Frames which was conducted at
Lehigh University in 1965.
Project 276, Frame Stability, conc~ntrated on the development
of methods to predict and avoid instability behavior of multi-story
frames acting as a whole. Tests and theoretical investigations
were conducted.
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Project 278,. Restrained Columns, was conducted to learn
about the behavior of columns rescrained by beams framing to their
ends. Theoreti~al studies plus tests of columns anrl beam and
column subassemblages were conducted.
Project 297, Plastic Design in High Strength Steel, consists
of material, component, and structure tests and other studies to
determine if high-strength steels (ASTM A441 and A572) can be used
in plastic design and also to determine the conditions which have
to be applied to its lise.
During the ,conduct of the investigation, information was also
drawn from the project on Welded Continuous Frames and Their
Components which was completed after the multi-story frames
program was well underway. This applied especially to Project
205A, Columns in Continuous Frames, and Project 205H, .Lateral
Bracing Requirements.
4. PROJECT OUTLINES
Detailed outlines of each of the projects are presented in
Appendix 2. For administrative reasons, each of the projects was
further subdivided into phases. The outlines give the Objective,
Outline of Work, and Status of each of these phases.
5. TIME SCHEDULE OF PROJECT PHASES
In previous summary reports of this investigation, it has been
customary to provide a chart showing the proposed time schedule for
the project phases, indicating the year of starting, period of
activity, and year of completion. The current version of this
273.64
chart is given in Appendix 3.
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6. LIST OF REPORTS
The eventual product of research is reports, and this project
has resulted in 122 of them. A complete list of all reports is
given in Appendix 4 together with a brief description of the
contents. The reports are grouped by project number (273, etc.)
and a further number following the decimal is added to indicate the
order in which report numbers were assigned within each" project
(273.20, etc.).
The reports listed are of several types ranging from mere
ideas for a report through small handouts of preliminary results
at project meetings to final published reports. Some of the types
of reports need further clarification of the meanings of their
designations. All Ph.D. Dissertations are microfilmed and made
available to interested persons through University Microfilms, Inc.,
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106. In only a few instances were enough
copies of dissertations produced as project reports for committee
distribution. Usually it was more practical to supply these
results in the form of smaller reports prepared prior to submission
for publication. Another type of report linked to the academic
process is designated as a CE406 report prepared as a Special
Problem in Civil Engineering by a graduate student. This usually
results from volunteer work by a student not connected to a project
who conducts a study just for the opportunity to learn about a new
subject. This work can range from a simple study to learn about
273.64
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existing knowledge to quite remarkable pieces of research work
worthy of further publications. For this reason, there may exist
only three copies of most CE 406 reports. When exceptionally
worthwhile results are obtained, either the report has been
reproduced in larger amount"s and distributed as a project report
or the student's results have been referred to in other project
reports.
The published final reports in this project are also identi-
fied by an asterisk and by the name and date of the particular
publication.
By study of the comments about each report in the list, it can
be seen how each bit of research has contributed to the total
objective. The smaller reports finally led to the Lecture Notes
and Design Aids on Plastic Desi gn of MUlti-Story Frames (Reports
273.20 and 273.24). These reports signalled a certain state of
readiness toward the final objectives of the project, but in many
cases these results had to anticipate the final completion of
important parts of the research which were reported afterwards.
Also the completed research opened the way to new areas which have
been studied and some which will be begun.
7. CONCLUSIONS
The conclusions of this investigation are that a major portion
of the objectives have been successfully met. Conclusions about
specific phases are as follows:
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1) A method for the design of frames braced by "X-type"
diagonal bracing has been developed. The major.
features of the method are: design of the beams
for formation of beam mechanisms, determination of
column moments .by considering equilibrium at the
joints, design of columns for combined axial load
and bending with the use of qesign aids charts, and
design of bracing to resist lateral loads and frame
instability. Application of restrained column theory
may be used to determine resistance of members to the
special. case of checkerboard loading. Checking
procedures are available to guard against local and
lateral buckling of components.
2) °A method for the design of unbraced frames which resist
lateral forces and movement by rigid frame action has
been developed. The major features of the method are:
preliminary analysis procedures which. en.able the
determination of design forces and moments in all
members based only on geometry, loads, and an assumed
amount of sway deflection; methods for the use of design
aids to select members; and a sway subassemblage method
for the use of restrained column theory to determine the
lateral load versus sway deflection characteristics of
the frame which has been designed~
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3) Tests were made on four braced and three unbraced
three-story frames. Though these are small in
compa~ison to the structures which are the aim of
the design methods, they are the largest tested in
a~y laboratory. The tests confirmed that the behavior
of the structures was reasonably predictable and that
adequate designs should be able to be made.
4) Studies showed that frame instability is readily
avoided in well-designed structures proportioned to
resist lateral, loads in addition to dead and live loads.
Methods for checking designs to accomplish this have
been presented.
5) Much of the development of all the design methods in
this program ~evolved around the development and proper
application of restrained column theory. Many design
curves have been p~epared to aid in these applications.
Several tests have been conducted to verify the
restrained column theory.
6) Tests have shown that high-strength steels such as ASTM
A441 in the 50 ksi yield range can form plastic hinges
and perform well in plastically-designed. structures.
Proper attention must be paid to the proper proport-
ioning of members to resist local buckling and proper
bracing to resist lateral buckling. A side effect of
the studies on high-strength steels has been a better
273.64
understanding and refinement of the design
recommendations for A36 steel. Further work is
being done to determine the limitations necessary
to apply plastic design to ASTM A572 steels in the
65 ksi yield range ..
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From these conclusions, further developments have resulted and
may be added too. Among these are the actual construction of two
apartment buildings designed by Horatio Allison Associates of
Rockville, Maryland, and the preparation by an American Iron and
Steel Institute committee, composed largely of former research
workers on the project, of a book PLASTIC DESIGN OF BRACED MULTI-
STORY STEEL FRAMES to be published in the summer of 1968 ..
Development of computer programs for preliminary design and
analysis by the sway subassemblage method of unbraced frames may
be the key to future design office application of the methods
proposed for unbraced frames.
Finally, the program has opened the way to further research on
problems either previously by-passed because of their difficulty or
temporarily set aside to allow concentration on the main studies
·which could enable application to some limited problems sooner.
Programs begun following this series are: (1) Project 329, Design
of Laterally Unbraced Columns, which will attempt to solve the
problem of how to avoid lateral-torsional buckling of columns bent
about the strong axis but unbraced between floors about the weak
axis; (2) Project 331, Space Frames With Biaxial Loading in Columns,
273.64
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which will seek solutions to the maximum strength during inter-
action between biaxial bending and axial load on columns in order
to allow application of the design methods to structures which act
as rigid frames in two perpendicular planes of the structure;
(3) Project 332, Behavior of Steel Frames Under Repeated Loading,
which will acquire information about the plastic range behavior of
frames useful for application in design against earthquakes; (4)
Project 333, Beam-to-Column Connections, whi"ch will determine addi-
tional information about the behavior of practical connections for
multi-story frames; (5) Project 343, Plastic Design in A572 (Grade
65) Steel, which will conduct tests to determine limitations in using
Grade 65 steels in plastic design; (6) Project 345, Design Recom-
mendations· for Multi-Story Frames, which will prepare reports
evaluating and interpreting research results in order to provide
information enabling application of the new methods in design; and
(7) Project 346, Strength of Beam and Column Subassemblages in
MUlti-Story Frames, which will verify the final theoretical develop-
ments on the sway subassemblage method of design of unbraced frames.
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WELDED CONTINUOUS FRAMES AND THEIR COMPONENTS
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Project Objectives
The original objectives, approved at the March, 1950, meeting of
the Lehigh Project Subcommittee are as follows:
1. To determine the behavior of steel beams, columns and conti-
nuous welded connections with emphasis on plastic behavior,
and to develop theoiies to predict such behavior.
2. To determine how to proportion various types of welded conti-
nuous frames to develop the most balanced resistance in the
plastic range so that the greatest possible collapse load will
be reached.
3. To determine procedures of analysis that will en~bl~one to
calculate the collapse loads of welded continuous frames and
to verify the analysis by suitable tests.
4. To determine procedures of analysis that will enable one to
calculate the elastic and permanent deformations in welded
continuous frames in the range intermediate between elastic
limit and collapse load.
5. To explore limitations in the application of plastic range
design over and above deformation limitations, namely, fatigue,
local buckling, lateral buckling, etc.
6. To develop practical design procedures for the utilization of
reserve plastic strength in the design of continuous welded
frames.
In brief, then, the program consists of:
1. Column, Beam, and Connection Studies (Frame Components)
2. Frame Studies (Integral Behavior)
3. Practical Applications (Methods of analysis and design with due
regard to limitations such as fatigue,
deflections, local buckling, etc.)
273.64 APPENDIX 2
PROJECT OUTLINES
273 PLASTIC DESIGN OF MULTI-STORY FRAMES
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Project Objective:
To apply the principles of plastic design to the design of multi-
story frames in order to achieve any economy possible from-the appli-
cation of such principle~.
Project Phases:
273-1 Development of Design Methods for Braced Frames
273-11 Tests of Plastically Designed Braced Frames
273-111 Tests of Beam-and-Column Subas;semb"lages in Multi-
Story Frames
273-IV Plastic Analysis of Unbraced Frames Subjected to
Unsymmetrical~Gravity Loads or Combined Loads
273-V Development of Design Methods for Unbraced Fr~mes
Subjected to Unsymmetrical Gravity Loads or Combined
Loads
273-VI Tests of Plastically Designed Unbraced Frames Subjected.
to Unsymmetrical Gravity Loads or Combined Loads
273-VII Use of Welded Built-Up, Hybrid and High Strength Columns
in Frames
273-VIII Composite Girders in Multi-Story Frames
273-IX Stiffening Effect of Cladding
273-X Bolted Frames
273-X1 Load Factors and Loading Cond~tions in Plastic Design
273-XII Evaluation Analysis apd Des-ign
273-XIII 1965 Summer Conference on "Plastic Design of Multi-
Story Frames"
273-XIV Compute~ Design
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273-1 DEVELOPMENT OF DESIGN METHODS FOR BRACED FRAMES
Objective:
In designing multi~story building frames, it is often advantageous
to use bracing, such as X-bracing or K-bracing, to help resist the hori-
zontal loads. The use o~ bracing reduces considerably the shear force
in the columns and, consequently, the bending moment to be carried by
the beams and columns is also reduced. The bracing can also effectively
prevent the frame from swaying in the lateral direction and thus reduces
the deflection of the frame.
In the current practice of building design, such frames are usually
designed by the elastic or conventional method in which the design
criterion is always the attainment of limiting stresses. An alternate
and more logical approach would be to design the structures on the b~sis
of their plastic strength. This approach is permitted only in the design
of one or two story frames by the present AISC Specification, due to the
lack of information concerning the plastic behavior of columns and frames.
However, recent investigations conducted at Lehigh University have furni-
shed the needed information not only for columns but also for beam-and-
column subassemblages.* A concurrent research project is investigating
the plastic strength of braced multi-story frames (Proj. 273-11) .. The
purpose of this study is to develop design procedures for such frames,
utilizing the newly obtained information.
Outline of Work:
1. Literature survey of existing methods for the analysis and design
of multi-story frames (273.1, in preparation).
2. Development of a design procedure in which all beams are designe~
plastically and columns elastically (completed, 273.3).
3. Theoretical study of the plastic strength of columns in frames·
(completed,1273.8, 273.10).
4. Preparation of charts to be used in the analysis and design of
columns based on restrained column theories (273.10, 273.24).
5. Analytical studies of the strength of subassemblages with and
without sidesway (completed, 273.11 and 278.4).
6. Design procedures for braced multi-story frames (273.20, 273.55).
7. Preparation of reports explaining the methods and introducing
them to practicing design engineers. Useful design charts will
be included in the reports (AISI Book, 273.55).
* See the statement of the project "TESTS OF B~-AND-COLUMN SUBASSEMBLAGES
IN MULTI-STORY FRAMES" (273-111).
273.64
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This study was initiated in J~nuary, 1958. Work is completed except
for literature survey_
Research Workers
G. C. Driscoll (Director)
L. W. Lu (Director)
V. Levi
J. A. Yura
273.64 APPENDIX 2
273-11 TESTS OF PLASTICALLY DESIGNED BRACED FRAMES
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Objective:
The plastic design of multi-story frames requires the knowledge of
the behavior of subassemb1ages. A subassemblage consists of a beam-
column and the other structural members framing into its ~nds. Tests
have been conducted on isolated subassemblages with ideal end conditions.
However, a multi-stoty frame is composed of many subassemblages which are
interdependent. In order to check the validity of the~ method for the
plastic design of braced frames (developed in Proj. 273-1), it is
necessary to compare the theory with actual frame behavior.
Four tests on braced multi-story frames are proposed to provide experi-
mental data on the ultimate strength of multi-story frames to compare with
plastic design methods. The frame itself (sections, geometry and bracing)
is the same for all four tests; only the loading condition varies. The four
loading conditions are: full dead and live load, full dead and partial
liwe, and the previous two conditions with horizontal load.
The performance of bracing in multi-story frames will also be studied,
with regard to its effectiveness in resisting hori~ontal forces and its
interaction with the frame.
Outline of Work:
1. Design and fabrication of test setup and specimens (273.14A).
2. Test of four braced multi-story frames under the four loading
conditions outlined above.
3. Analysis of data (273.28)0
4. Comparison of the results with theory (273.28, 273.60).
5. Preparation of reports describing the test setup and results
together with recommendations for design method (273.40,
273.28, 273.60).
Status:
Thjs study was initiated in June, 1963. Work has been completed.
Research.Workers:
L. W. Lu (Director)
J. A. Yura
B. A. Bott
273.64 APPENDIX 2
273-111 TESTS ON BEAM-AND-COLUMN SUBASSEMBAGES
IN MULTI-STORY FRAMES
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Problem Statement:
In the analysis and ·design of multi-s_tory frames, it is often convenient to
divide the" entire frame into a number of smaller units, each consisting of a
column and its neighboring beams. Such a unit is referred to as "beam-and-
column subassemblage~f1 In braced frames the deformations of the subassemblages
generally 40 not involve sway, while in unbraced frames sidesway occurs when
horizontal loads are applied to the structures. Two types of subassemblages
should therefore be considered in multi-story frame design; namely, sway subas-
semblages and non-sway subassemblages. Analytical procedures for predicting the
behavior and strength of both types of subassemblages are available (273.11) and
are being used in developing methods of designing braced and unbraced frames.
A number of experiments have been conducted on subassemb1ages in which the
columns were bent in symmetrical single curvature and the results have shown close
agreement ~ith the theoretical predictions (278.10). However, no experimental
information is available to check the validity of the analytical procedures for
subassemblages whose columns are bent" in double curvature. Also, additional tests
on sway subassemblages are needed in order to observe the behavior and strength of
this type of subassemblages. Therefore, the objective of this study is to obtain
experimental data on the behavior of the above-mentioned subassemblageso
Outline of Work:
1. Design of test setupo
2. Planning and conducting'a series of tests involving nonsway subassemblages
subjected to bending moments causing double· curvature deformation and
sway subassemblages (273.59).
30 Analysis of the test results and correlating them'with theoretical
predictions (273.62).
4. Preparation of reports presenting the results with recommendations for
incorporation in design procedures (273.20, 273.55, 273.62).
Status:
Starting date: July, 1966.
Research Workers:
L. Wo Lu (Director)
E. L. Sheninger
Completion date: August, 1968
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273-IV PLASTIC ANALYSIS OF -UNBRACED MULTI-STORY FRAMES
SUBJECTED TO UNSYMMEIRILA.L GRAVITY LOADS ORrCOMBINED LOADS
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Objective:
The object1ve of this project is to construct a method for
predicting the inelastic in-plane behavior of unbraced mutli-story
frames subjected to gravity or gravity plus wind loads. The effects
of stiffness reduction due to yielding and of sway deflection on
ultimate load capacity are of particular interest in this study. These
effects are not considered in presently available frame analysis methods.
The result is a gap in· the ability to predict structural behavior which
has hampered efforts to formulate and validate design procedures for
unbraced multi-story frames. This study is intended to help fill this gap.
Outline of Work:
1. Consideration of stiffness reduction due to yielding by
numerical calculation of slope-deflection coefficients for
partially yielded beams using moment-curvature data and the
moment diagram.
2. Extension of Item 1 to columns using the column deflection
curve concept (273.21).
3. Extension of moment-curvature data into the stra~n-hardening
range.
4. Formulation of exact inelastic load-deflection solutions for
selected continuous beam systems using idealized moment-
curvature relations (which facilitate exact analysis).
5. Construction of an incremental, iterative process, using
slope-deflection equations with variable coefficients., for
the inelastic analysis of selected continuous beam systems.
Verification of results with Item 4 (297~19, 297.23).
6. Application of inelastic beam and column procedures to the
analysis of selected simp~e frames with consideration of sway
deflection effects on. equilibrium conditions. Comparison of
predicted behavior with available frame stability test results,
or previous theoretical work. (273.21).
7. Extension of frame analysis procedure to larger (at least 3-
story by 2-bay) frames. Comparison of predicted behavior
with projected multi-story frame test results (273.44, 27~ 45, 273.56).
8. Preparation of reports describing- inelastic slope-defle.ction
analysis procedures for beams, columns, and frames (273.44).
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9. Report comparison of predicted and observed behavior for
projected multi-story frame tests (273.45, 273.56).
10. Evaluation report concerning inelastic slope-deflection
analysis anq computer test facility for multi-story frames.
Recommendat~ons for validating and improvtug plastic design
methods.
Status:
Starting date:
Research Workers:
September, 1963. Completed except for Items
7 and 9.
G. C. Driscoll (Director)
L. W. Lu (Director)
W. C. Hansell
B. P. Parikh
E. Yarimci
P. F. Adams
APPENDIX 2
273-V DEVELOPMENT OF DESIGN METHODS FOR UNBRACED
FRAMES SUBJECTED TO COMBINED LOADS
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Problem Statement:
The conventional method of designing unbraced frames subjected to loads which
may produce sway accepts the attainment of limiting stresses as a design criterion.
Recent investigations have demonstrated that the use of the inherent plas'tic
strength of the frames as a design criterion. is a more logical approach. However,
due to the limitations on the available information regarding the behavior of
swayed columns and frames, the AISC Specification (1963) permits the use of this
approach for frames up to two stories high only.
The strength of columns with sway has recently been studied by an analytical
method (Report 273011) and will be investigated experimentally in another project
(Project 273-111)Q Also, the behavior of complete frames subjected to gravity loads
and combined loads is being investigated theoretically and experimentally under two
separate projects (Project 273-IV and Project 273-VI). The results obtained from
these studies will provide the needed information for extending the plastic method
to taller building frames 0 The purpose of this study is therefore to develop design
procedures for unbraced multi-story frames subjected to loads causing sidesway,
Outline of Work:
l~ Development of methods for the analysis and design of continuous columns
permitted to sway (273.20, 273.37).
2 0 Formulation of design procedures for unbraced multi-story frames
permitted to sway (273.20, 273.37, 273.44).
30 Preparation of tables, charts and other design aids (273.24, 273.54).
40 Preparation of reports describing the procedures and introducing them
to practicing design engineers (Project 345).
Status:
Starting date: July, 1964. Work completed.
Research Workers:
L. W. Lu (Director)
B. P. Parikh
J. H. Daniels
Problem Statement:
APPENDIX 2
273-VI TESTS OF PLASTICALLY DESIGNED UNBRACED
FRAMES SUBJECTED TO COMBINED LOADS
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When an unbraced frame is subjected to combined gravity and horizontal loads,
the structure will generally be deformed into a swayed configuration. In such a
frame, the resistance to horizontal load is provided by the beams and columns.
These members are also called upon to resist the secondary moments caused by the
sway deflections. The analysis and design of this type of frame are being investi-
gated in two concurrent projects (Project 273-IV ~nd Project 273-V). The purposes
of this investigation are: 1) to develop testing techniques for multi-s·tory frames
with sidesway, 2) to obtain experimental data on the behavior and strength of
unbraced frames, and 3) to verify experimentally the design procedures to be
developed in Project 276-Vo
Outline of Work:
10 Planning of test ,program.
20 Design of test;setup. The testing apparatus and techniques developed
in Project 273-11 are also used in these tests (273.25).
3u Testing of frames.
4. Analysis of results and comparison with theoretical predictions (273.45).
5. Preparation of reports presenting the- results and giving recommendations
for incorporation in design (273.56).
Status:
This program was started in September, 1963. The design of the test setup for
these frames was done in conjunction with Project 273-11. The first series of the
test program includes 3 full-size frames (2 single-bay, three-story frames, 1 two'-
bay, three-story frame). The testing will be completed by December, 1965. Addi-
tional tests may be necessary, depending on the outcome of the work of 273-V.
Tests were completed. Report 213.56 in preparation.
Research Workers:
L. W. Lu (Director)
E. Yarimci
J$ A. Yura (Advisor)
273.64
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APPENDIX 2
273-VII USE OF WELDED Bl1jILr-up, HYBRID AND
HIGH-STRENGTH STEEL COLUMNS IN. FRAMES
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In many multi-story frames it is no~ possible to use rolled shapes
as column members becaus~ the heavy loads demand larger sections. The
usual practice is to use high-strength steel rolled columns or to build
up larger members from plates or rolled shapes by welding. The purpose
of this project is to develop procedures for incorporating such columns
into .plastic methods of design.
Outline of Work:
1. Study of the economic and structural advantage of using other
than A36 rolled columns in multi-story frames.
2. Study of the domains of loading and geometry where rolled
high-strength steel, welded built-up and hybrid columns should
be used" in (1) braced multi-story frames and (2) unbraced
multi-story frames.
3. Investigation of the possibility of ~ncreasing frame stability
with high-strength steel or built-up·columns.
4. Development of CDC-data and design aids for the types of
columns and situations which were found to be Unportant in the
studies of items 1, 2, and J above.
5. Incorporation of the results into the. design methods developed
in projects 273-1, 273-V, and 276-11, and to report the results
of this work.
Status:
Phase deleted from Project work.
273.64 APPENDIX 2
.273-VIII COMPOSI~E GIRDERS IN MULTI-STORY FRAMES
-24
Obj~ctive:
To study how to consider the effect of the bending strength and
stiffness of composite steel and concrete beams in the design of steel
multi-story frames.
Outline of Work
1. Literature survey on effect of composite beams on rigid
frame action, especially with respect to effects in the
negative moment region.
2. Theoretical study of end rotation stiffness of symmetrical
uniformly loaded composite beams, assuming no composite
action in negative moment regions. Beams to be subjected
first to gravity loads in a fixed-ended condition followed
by application of anti-symmetrical ~nd moments simulating
wind moments.
3. Planning and testing of about three composite beam tests to
verify or assist in making a theory for the effects in Item 2.
4. Preparation of a report describing theoretical studies and
tests. If study is conclusive, design recommendations will
be made. If f~rther action appears to be needed, a proposal
for a further project will be made.
Status:
Phase deleted from project work.
273.64
Problem Statement:
APPENDIX 2
273-XI LOAD FACTORS AND LOADING CONDITIONS
IN PLASTIC DESIGN
-25
In conjunction with the development of plastic methods of design in Projects
273-1, 273-V and 276-11, it is desirable to examine critical loading conditions in
plasticallY"designed frames and to reevaluate the basis for the currently used
load factors.
Outline of Work:
1. Study of critical load-combination and determination of the domains in
which these became controlling.
29 . Development of a basis for using uniform load-factors of 1.70 and 1.30
for vertical and combined vertical and horizontal loads) respectively,
throughout plastic design.
38 Study of load factors with respect to the relative probability of load
intensity and distribution (live load reduction in lower stories).
Status~
Some preliminary studies were made. Phase was deleted.
Problem Statement:
APPENDIX 2
273-XII SPECIFICATIONS AND DESIGN AIDS
-26
Upon completion of the work on the design methods for the plastic design of
multi-story frames it will be necessary to update the present AISC Specification
to include provisions for such design procedures as were developed. It will also
be necessary to provide aids in the form of charts, tables, or computer programs to
permit rapid plastic design of multi-story frames~
Outline of Work:
1. Prepare recommendations for specification reV1s~on as soon as a
sufficient amount of the research is completed.
2. Prepare recommendations for the computatio~ of desirable design aids.
3. Discuss, and disseminate the information from research and the
recommendations for specification revisions (273.17, 273.26, 273.27,
273.35, 273.36, 273.43, 273.50, 273.53, 273.61).
Status:
Start July 1965; complete June 30, 1968. This project assumes the obligations
of former Project 205 "Evaluation, Analysis and Design" with regard to Multi-Story
Frames. Further work conducted under Project 345.
Research Workers:
L. S. Beedle, G. C. Driscoll, Jra, T. V. Galambos, and L. W. Lu.
273.64
Objectives:
APPENDIX 2
273-XIII 1965 SUMMER CONFERENCE
PlASTIC DESIGN OF 1vfiJLTI:";STORY .. FRAMES.
-27
The main objectives of the conference are as follows:
1. Inform civil engineering professors and professional engineers
of recent progress in plastic analysis and design of multi-
story steel building frames.
2. Introduce new design methods.
3. Illustrate design methods and behavior of frames by full-scale
demonstration tests.
4. Provide oppor~unity for exchange of ideas between U. S. college
professors and research workers and invited foreign authorities._
Outline of Work:
1. Preparation of conference lecture outlines.
2. Preparation of conference lecture notes to be printed and
issued to participants immediately prior to the conference
(273.20, 273.24).
3. Planning of demonstration tests and instrumentation.
4. Planning tours and displays.
5. Planning for accomo~ation, meal~, transportat-ion, lecture
facilities, entertainment, etc. (273.29~34).
6. Planning for participation of selected foreign experts in
the field.
7. Presentation of conference including lectures and demonstrations.
8. Preparation of a report on the results of tests conducted in
the conference.
Status:
The conference was held from August 23 to September 2, 1965.
Item 8 not completed but results are presented in reports under each
·project.
273.64
Problem Statement:
APPENDIX 2
273-XIV COMPUTER DESIGN
-28
Preliminary plastic design of unbraced multi-story frames can be expedited
if required capacities of members can be determined by computer from the
dimensions and loading of a frame without prior knowledge of any member sizes.
Preliminary.design methods were presented in Lectures 14 and 16 of the Lehigh
summer conference on"Plastic Design of Multi-Story Frames'~ These methods used only
the given loads and dimensions of the frame and an assumed sway deflection per
story to determine required member capacities. The members could then be selected
manually from a beam section economy table or a column interaction table. The
members sele~ted were later proven to be satisfactory from a more exact final
checking analysis 0 The methods used appear to be adaptable to a computer solution
which would tabulate design requirements for members in each story..of a regular-
shaped, multi-bay, multi-story frame. .
It is proposed to develop and test a computer flow chart and program for the
preliminary design of unbraced multi-story frame to be used on medium sized digital
computers.
Outline of. Wonk:
1. Input format for dimensions of frames and loads. Consider first frames
up' to three bays. If successful consider frames with any reasonable
number of bays.
20 Program for computation of girder ,loads and column loads due to gravity
load on tributary areag Live load reduction of ASA A58.1 to be considered.
See Lecture 6 of Fritz Lab Report 273.20. Values for working load and
ultimate load will be tahulatedo
30 Program for sum of column end moments required in a story and sum of
girder end moments required at a level.
4. Program for required -~ of girders to provide required sum of girder
moments at a level. Actual moment at each end of each girder consistent
with this required MP.
5. Moment-balancing program to determine column end moments capable of
equilibrium at joints with the girder moments resulting from previous
step without distributing sway equilibrium in story.
6. Output format to give column thrust and moment for each loading condition
in each story, and required plastic moment of each girder for each
loading condition. This step may actually precede the computational
steps in the development of the programo
APPENDIX 2
7. Debugging of programs and trial on sample problems.
8. Preparation of a report describing the program prepared and discussing
the results of trial problems 0 Recommendations as to the extension of
the solution to further problems or to further refinements of structural
solution.
9. Possible extension of the program to give estimate of sway deflection
based on girder bending 0 Sway estimate to be based on Equation 14.34
of Lecture Notes. Probable depth of economic girders can be related
to required MP by a known step function. This should make it possible
to calculate estimated deflection without knowing member in advance.
10. Program to tabulate recommended revised sizes of members based on
deflections if'original program results in too large deflection.
11. Report on the inclusion of deflection estimates in the preliminary design
computer programQ
Status:
Start October 19650
shifted to Project 345.
proposed method.
Research Workers~
Steps 1 to 8 in 273.38 and 273.49. Steps 9 and 11
Sway subassemblage method selected instead of originally
G. C. Driscoll, Jr~ (Director)
W. C. Hansell
J. O. Armacost, III
Project Objectivet
APPENDIX 2
276 FRAME STAB IL ITY
-30
To develop methods for predicting the instability behavior of multi-story rigid
frames acting as a whole and to deteDmine what modifications are required to the
simple plastic theory. To develop methods for proportioning structures to assure
the needed stability.
Project Phases:
276-1
276-11
276-111
Status:
Buckling_A~alysis of Unbraced Frames Subjected to Symmetrical
Gravity Loads
Development of Design Methods for Unbraced Frames Subjected
to Symmetrical Gravity Loads
Tests of Plastically Designed Unbraced Frames Subjected to
Symmetric~l Gravity Loads
Completed.
Research Workers:
G. C. Driscoll, Jro (Director)
L. W. Lu
B. M. McNamee
Y. C. Yen
D. A. Recchia
(Director)
273.64
Problem Statement:
APPENDIX 2
276-1 STABILITY ANALYSIS OF UNBRACED FRAMES
-31
When s~etrical gravity loads are placed on an unbraced multi-story frame,
over~all buckling may take place at a load level lower than that computed by the
simple plastic theory. This type, of failure is often referred to as "Frame
Instability" and should be guarded against in the design. For frames of practical
dimensions, frame instability is likely to occur after the stress in some portion
of the frame has exceeded the elastic limit. The problem is therefore the deter-
mination of the buckling strength of partially yielded frames.
The objective of this investigation is to study the inel~stic buckling behavior
of frames and to develop methods for computing the buckling loads.
Outline of Work:
1. Extensive literature survey of existing methods and solutions to frame
instability problems (completed, 276.2).
2. MOdel tests of single story fr~mes with members of rectangular cross
section and built-up box section. (All tests are completed and a
report is pending, 27604).
3. Theoretical studies to obtain so~utions for single story frames
subjected to symmetrical gravity loads (completed, 276.3,' 276.5,
276.6 and 276.7).
4. MOdel tests of single story frames fabricated from a small WF section
(completed,276.9). These tests were conducted to check the validity
of the solutions obtained in,30
5. Evaluation of the influence of base restraints on the buckling strength
of single story. frames. (completed, 276.1).
- .
6. Theoretical studies of the buckling of partially yieided multi-story
frames subjected to symmetrical gravity loads (Partially completed,
276.14).
7. Development of approximate methods of buckling analysis.*
8. Preparation of reports describing the methods (276.18).
* The approximate methods developed. in this study w.il1 be used in formulating 'design
methods in the Project 1tDevelopment of Design Methods for Unbraced Frames ',Con.$~ider(~
ing..Instability--"Effec.ts" (Project 27~-II).
273 .. 64
Status:
APPENDIX 2
-32
This study was started in September, 1958 and was concerned with the stability
of single story frames (Items 1 through 5). After the completion of the study on
single story frames, considerable amount of work has been done on multi-story frames.
Phase completed.
Research Workers:
L. W. Lu (Director)
B. M. McNamee
Yo C. Yen
273 . 64 APPENDIX 2
276-11 DEVELOPMENT OF DESIGN METHODS FOR UNBRACED
FRAMES CONSIDERING INSTABILITY EFFECTS
-33
Problem Statement:
In de~igning symmetrical unbraced frames to carry gravity loads, one of the
important factors to be considered is "Frame Instability". This phenomenon of
failure is characterized by a sudden shift from a symmetrical deformed configuration
to an anti-symmetrical configuration. Particular a-t-tention should -therefore be given
to this type of failure in the design. A design approach taking into account the
reduction in strength due to over-all instability has been developed for one- or two-
story frames (Fritz Lab. Report No. 276.7). The purpose of the study is to extend
the same approach to taller frames and to unsymmetrical frames.
It is also hoped that a design procedure based directly on the buckling strength
may be developed so that better utilization of the strength of columns may be achieved
by this procedure.
Outline of Work:
1. Study of the various analytical and approximate methods of inelastic
buckling~analysis.
2. Formulation of design procedures which will include the effort of
over-all instability.*
3. Preparation of reports describing the procedures and giving design
examples (276.18).
Status:
The project began in July, 1965. Phase completed.
Research Workers:
L. W. Lu (Director)
B. M. McNamee (Supervisor)
* The validity of the design procedures will be checked by conducting model frame
tests (Project 276-111).
APPENDIX 2
276-111 STABILITY TESTS OF PLASTICALLY DESIGNED UNBRACED FRAMES
-34
Problem Statement:
During the course of investigations to develop methods for stability analysis
of multi-story frames (Project 276-1) and to formulate design procedures to take
into account the effect of frame instability (Project 276-11), it is planned to
conduct a series of model frame tests to supplement the theoretical development.
The purposes of these tests are: 1) to observe the instability behavior of multi-
story frames, 2) to ~tudy the reduction in strength due to overall buckling, and
3) to confirm experimentally the design procedure to be developed in Project 276-11.
Outline of Work~
1. Design of test setup for an exploratory test (completed, 276014).
2. Modification of the test setup used in 1.
3. Planning and conducting the tests.
40 Analysis of the test results and correlating them with theoretical
predictions.
50 Preparation of reports presenting the test results with recommendations
for incorporation in design procedures (276.18).
Status:
This program was initiated in September, 1962~ Current work is on Items 2 and
3. A trial test was conducted during the 1965 Summer Conference a Project completed.
Research Workers~
L. w. Lu (Director)
B. Ma McNamee
Y. c. Yen
D. A. Recchia
W. c. Hansell
273.64
Project Objective:
APPENDIX 2
278 RESTRAINED COLUMNS
-35
To study the behavior of beam-columns restrained by members framing
into their ends and to generate information useful for designing steel
multi-story fLames.
Project Phases:
278-1 Literature survey and theoretical study of Column
Deflection Curves
278-11 Application of restrained column theory in beam-and-
column subassemblages.
278-111 Experimental study of restrained columns.
Status:
Completed.
Research Workers:
T. V. Galambos (Director)
M. Ojalvo
M. G. Lay
R. A. Aglietti
Y. Fukumoto
v. Levi
G. C. Driscoll (Advisor)
273.64 APPENDIX 2
278-1 LITERATURE SURVEY AND THEORETICAL STUDY
OF COLUMN DEFLECTION CURVES
-36
Objec".tives:
To study the treatment of beam-columns with end restraint in the
literature and to expand this. knowledge into a practical method for
analysing beam-columns in multi-story frames.
Outline of Work:
i
1. Literature survey and evaluation of present knowledge
(completed 1958, F. L. Report 278.1).
2. Theoretical studies of the properties of column deflection
curves (completed 1964, F. L. Reports 278.2, 278.3 and 278.12).
3. Development of methods for representing column-deflection
curve data and computation of such data (computer programs
are working and in use since 1962).
Status:
Completed ·
Research Workers:
T. V. Galambos (Director)
M. Ojalvo
M. G. Lay
Y. Fukumoto
273.64
Objective:
APPENDIX 2
278-11 APPLICATION OF RESTRAINED COLUMN THEORY IN
BEAM-AND-COLUMN SUBASSEMBLAGES
-37
To develop computational procedures for applying the theory from
278-1 to subassemblages consi~ti~gof beam-columns and restraining
beams, so that this may serve as a basis for the design of braced
multi-story frames.
Outline of Work:
1. Development "and publication of nomographs (completed 1962,
278.4).
2. Preparation of example problems (~ompleted, 1962, 278.4).
3. Preliminary report on the design of braced multi-story
frames (completed, 1962, 278.5).
Status:
Completed.
Research Workers:
T. V. Galambos (Director)
M. Ojalvo
v. Levi
W. C. Hansell
Y. Fukumoto
273.64 APPENDIX 2
278-111 EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF RESTRAINED COLUMNS
-38
Objective:
To provide experimental proof that restrained column theory can be
applied to beam-and-column subassemblages.
Outline of Work:
1. Development of a test procedure and establishment of
testing techniques (completed, 1963, 278.7).
2. Experiments on six non-sway and one sway beam-aud-column,
subassemblage.
3. Report on the tests (completed, August 1964, 278.10).
Status:
Project completed.
Research.Workers:
T. V. Galambos (Director)
M. G. Lay
R. A. Aglietti
273.64 APPENDIX 2
297 PLASTIC DESIGN IN HIGH-STRENGTH STEEL
-39
Project Objecti~e:
To develop design procedures and recommend design rules for the
plastic design of high-strength steel frames.
Project Phases:
297-1 Li~erature Survey
297-11 Experimental Study of High-Strength Steel Members
297-111 Lateral Bracing Requirements
297-IV Local Buckling
297-V Shear
297-VI Rotation and Deflection Requirements
297-VII Frame Tests
297-VII1 Design Recommendations
Status:
Phases I, II, and III have been completed and some initial studies
on Phase VI have been started. A portal frame with high strength steel
columns (A44l steel) was tested as a part of the 1965 Summer Conference.
Current work is on Items IV and VIII.
Research Workers:
T. V. Galambos (Proj ec t Director)
L. w. Lu (Proj ec t Director)
H. B. Harri_son
W. F. Chen
M. G. Lay
p. F. Adams
p ." Arnold
B. A. Bott
S. N. S. Iyengar
G. C: Driscoll (Advisor)
273. 64
Objective:
APPENDIX 2
297-1 LITERATURE SURVEY
-40
To search the literature for work which is pertinent to the
development of plastic design procedures for steel framed structures.
Outline of Work:
1. Collection of literature on experiments and the evaluation of
the results of these; special emphasis is to be placed on
new work and on t~sts not discussed in the Plastic Design
Commentary. (completed 1963, 297.3).
2. Assembly of information on types of steels available in
the U. S. A. (completed 1963, 297.2).
Status:
This work was completed in 1963.
Research Workers:
T. V. Galambos (Director)
M. G. Lay
273.64
Objectives:
APPENDIX 2
297-11 EXPERIMENTAL.STUDY OF HIGH-STRENGTH
STEEL MEMBERS
-41
The experimental determin~tion of material and cross-sectional
properties of representative rolled A441 wide-flange members; to
perform tests on beams and beam-columns to verify existing or newly
developed theory.
Outline of Work:
1. Material properties from tensile tests on coupons (297.8).
2. Residual stress measurements (297.8).
3. Concentric stub-column tests (297.8).
4. Eccentric stub-column tests (297.4,297.8).
5. Beams under uniform moment (297.8).
6. Beams under moment gradient (297.8).
7. Beam-columns (297.8, 278.14).
Status:
.Completed.
Research Workers:
T. V. Galambos (Director)
M. G. Lay
P. F. Adams
R .. A. Aglietti
·273.64
Obj~ctives:
APPENDIX 2
297-111 LATERAL BRACING REQUIREMENTS
-42
To develop methods for determining the required spacing, strength
and stiffness of the~ lateral bracing in plastically desi~ned beams under
uniform moment, and to re~ommend rules for b~acing design which account
for differences in yield strength.
Outline of Work;
l. Theoretical work on the lateral -buckling of simply supported
beams prior to and at the start of $train~hardening (297.6,
297.9).
2. Theoretical evaluation of the end restrain~ and the "effective
length" factors (297.6, 297-.9).
3. Investigation of the· inteIrelatio~ship between lateral buckltng,
local buckling and rotation capacity. (297.6, 297.9).
4. Comparison between theory and experiment (297.6, 297.9) ..
5. Rules for optimum bracing spacing. (297.6, 297.9).
6. Strength ,and stiffness requiremen~s for bracing. (297.6, 297.11) ..
Status:
Completed.
Research Workers:
T. V. Galambos (Director)
M. G. Lay
P. F. Adams
273. 64
Problem Statement:
APPENDIX 2
297-IV LOCAL BUCKLING
-43
It is known that the component plates of a wide-flange section may buckle
locally when the average strain in the plates reaches a critical value. For the
sections to be used in plastic design it is necessary that local buckling does not
occur until considerable inelastic rotation has taken place at the plastic hinges.
In order to accomplish this, the width-thickness ratios of the plate elements must
be kept below certain limiting values.
The purposes of this project are: (1) to study the local buckling behavior
of flanges and webs above, at, and below the initiation of strain-hardening;
(2) to recommend the proper width-thickness limitations for design; and (3) to
evaluate the possible usefulness of the post-local buckling strength.
Outline of Work:
1. Development of an analytical- expression for the strain-hardening
shear modulus (297.6,297-010).
2. Local buckling initiation in flanges of beams under uniform moment
(297.6, 297.10).
3. Local buckling initiation in flanges of beams under moment gradient.
(297.6, 297.10).
4. Experiments-on compressed wide-flange members_ to observe post-local
buckling behavior of flanges and the web. (297.13).
5. Theoretical study of post-local buckling behavior.
6. Recommendations for width-thickness limitations (including the
aifference in yield strength) in plastic design.
7. Rotation capacity, bracing spacing and local buckling for beams under
moment gradient.
8. Rotation. capacity, lateral and local buck~ing in connections.
Status:
Items 1, 2 and 3 were completed in August, 1964. Current work is on Items
4, 5, 6 and 7.
Research Workers:
T. v. Galambos (Director)
L. w. Lu (Director)
M. G. Lay
p. F. Adams
S. N. So Iyengar
273.64
Problem Statement:
APPENDIX 2
297-V SHEAR
-44
The presence of a shear force at at section would cause (1) a reduction in
the plastic moment capacity and (2) early strain-hardening~The purposes of this
project are to study, both theoretically and experimentally, these effects and to
recommend design procedures.
Outline of Work_: .
1. Literature survey and evaluation of available knowledge to determine if:
a) enough is known for formulation of design rules for a shear check
in high-st'rength steel beams, .or
b) further work is necessary
2. Design. of test program
3. Performance of tests and theoretical study
4. Formulation and recommendation of design rules.
Status:
Item 1 is -completed and reported in revised Commentary on Plastic Design in
'Steel. Current work is on Item 2.
Research Workers:
L. W. Lu (Director)
W. F. Chen
273.64
Problem Statement:
APPENDIX 2
297-VI ROTATION AND DEFLECTION REQUIREMENTS
-45
Two fundamental assumptions made in plastic analysis and design are:
1. Sufficient rotation can be developed at the plastic hinges in order
to permit redistribution of'moment; and
2. Deformation s are small so that equilibrium can be formulated on
the undeformed configuration.
Both assumptions may become more critical in high strength steel structures.
The purposes of this project are:
1. To study if high strength steel members are able to provide the
necessary rotation for mechanism formation; and
2. To investigate the magnitude of deflections at the failure of high
strength steel beams and frames.
Outline of Work:
1. Comparison o~ rotation capacities to rotation requirements for high-
strength steel continuous beams, beam-columns and subassemblages.
2. Deflections of high-strength steel beams and frames.
Status:
A preliminary report has been prepared (297.14). Current work is on
Item 1.
Research Workers:
T. v. Galambos (Director)
L. w. Lu (Director)
R. p. Kerfoot
p. F. Adams,
S. N. s. Iyengar
273 .64
Objective:
APPENDIX 2
297-VII. FRAME TESTS
-46
To provide verification of the theory developed in the pre,rious
phases of Project 297 by test on rigid frame structures.
Outline of Work:
1. Planning of tests
2. Test of single-story, single-bay welded rectangular A441
rigid frame under constant vertical and variable horizontal
load (297.18,297.19, 297.20,297.24).
3. Test of a restrained column (297.19, 297.20).
Status:
Completed.
Research Workers:
T. v. Galambos (Director)
L. w. Lu (Director)
P. F. Adams
R. P. Kerfoot
P. Arnold
273.64
Problem Objective:
APPENDIX 2
297-VIII DESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS
-47
To formulate plastic design rules for high strength steel frames and to
recommend changes in Part 2 of the 1963 AISC Specification.
Outline of Work:
1. Development and reporting the recommendations.
2. Discussion of the recommended changes in the Specification with
the sponsoring committeec
Status~
Design recommendations are contained in 273.20 and 19~8 AISC Specifi-
cation. Further work is .continuing in Projects 345 and 343.
Research Workers:
L. w. tu (Director)
p. F. Adams
L. S. Beedle (Advisor)
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TIME SCHEDULE OF PROJECT PHASES
PLASTIC DESIGN OF MULTI-STORY FRAMES
273-XI Load Factors
273-X Bolted Frames
273-VIII Composite Girders in Frames
273-1 Design Methods - Braced Frames
Year
58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68
59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69
s
* -* * * * * c
s
*
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s
* * *
"k *r °kr c
s
*
c
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s
* *
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-
s
*
c
s
*
c,
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Title
Tests - Braced Frames
Analysis - Unbraced Frames-
Tests - Subassemblages
Design Methods - Unbraced Frames
Design Methods - Subassb. Approach
Tests - Unbraced Frames
Phase
No.
273-VII High-Strength Columns in Frames
(Hybrid, Built-Up, etc.)
273 PLASTIC DESIGN OF MULTI-STORY FRAMES
273-111
273-11
273-IX Stiffening Effect of Cladding
273-IV
273-XII Specificati~ns and Design Aids
273-XIII Summer Conference
273-XIV Computer Design
. 273-V a
273-Vb
273-VI
"Year"
"s"
"ok"
"e"
"r"
"ti"
Note:
indicates Fiscal Year July 1 to June 30
work started in this -fiscal year
work active
work completed in this fiscal year
work at reduced rate
terminated incomplete
Phases VII, VIII, IX, and X, were_ deleted from the program
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No. Title
276 FRAME STABILITY
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Year
58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69
59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70
276 .... 1
276-11
Stability Analysis - Unbraced
Frames
Stability Design - Unbraced
Frames
s * * * * * *
s
*
c
276-111 Stability Tests - Unbraced Frames
278 RESTRAINED COLUMNS
s * * .* i~ C
278-1 Literature Survey and Theo-
retical Study of Column
Deflection Curves
s * * * * * c
278-11 Applications to Subassemblages
278 .... 111 Experimental Stud~
297 PLASTIC DESIGN IN HIGH-STRENGTH STEEL
s * * * c
s * * c
297-1
297-11
Literature Survey
Experimental Study
se
s- * c
297-111 Lateral Bracing Requirements
297-IV Local Buckling
297-V Shear
s * * c
5* i::***c
s * * * * c
297-VI Rotation and. Deflection Require.
297-VII Frame Tests
s
se
* * c
297-VIII Design Recommendations
(See also Project 345)
s· * * *
c
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273.2
273.3
273.4
273.5
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Appendix 4 ~OTATED LIST OF REFQRTS
Proj. 273 PLASTIC DESIGN OF MULTI-STORY FRAMES
Lu, L. W., Levi, V., and Hansell, W. C.
LITERATURE SURVEY ON PLASTIC ANALYSIS AND DESIGN
OF MULTI-STORY FRAMES
Th~s literature survey was made but never written
up as an entity. Pertinent portions of it are scattered
throughout the dissertations prepared on this and as-
sociated projects. .
Baillie, D. S.
FAILURE OOMAINS FOR SINGLE BAY, FLAT ROOFED J ONE
AND TWO STORY PORTAL FRAMES', CE406 Report, June
1960 (Driscoll)
This limited study investigated combinations of
loading and· geometry causing different vertical and
combined mechanisms in frames. Boundaries of some.
domains were defined. No further studies we~e made.
Levi, V., and Driscoll, G. C., Jr.
PLASTIC DESIGN OF BRACED MULTI-STORY FRAMES~ -
July 1961 (Committee distribution)
Our first full-fledged designs of braced frames,
using plastic design for beams and amplified allowable
stress formulas for columns. A study on a lO-story
5-bay frame showed potential steel savings of 17 per-
cent over simple beam elastic de$igns.
Levi, V., and Driscoll, G. C., Jr.
PLASTIC DESIGN OF MEMBERS IN BRACED MULTI -STORY
FRAMES, talk given at Houston ASeE meeting, Feb.-
ruary 1962.
This was.a condensation and simplification for
oral presentation of the material in 273.3.
Levi, -V.
BRACING OF MULTI-STORY FRAMES
Studies of bracing configurations for frames were
made, but the report was never completed.
273.64
273.6
273.7
273.8
273.9
-51
Hansell, W. C.
THE PLASTIC ANALYSIS OF MULTI-STORY FRAMES
RESISTING VERTICAL AND LATERAL LOADS, Pre-
liminary report not for publication issued at
9-15-61 Lehigh Project Subcommittee Meeting.
This report introduced the concepts of plastic
moments balancing later used for unbraced frames.
Solutions for the limiting end moments of girders
subjected to combined uniformly distributed load
and wind mome~ts were presented along with the
location of the interior plastic hinge in the girder.
Patel, N. B.
METHOD OF ANALYSIS AND LOAD-DEFLECTION CURVE
FOR A THREE-STORY TWO-BAY FRAME, CE 406 Report
(Driscoll), 1962
A step-by-step load-deflection curve was prepared
using manual computation for a moment distribution
with sidesway. Effect of formation of plastic hinges
'was included, but only first order effects were
considered.
Levi, V.
pLASTIC DESIGN OF BRACED MULTI -STORY FRAMES,
Ph.D. Dissertation, Lehigh University, October
.1962. *
This report extended th~ plastic design of braced
frames to include the consideration of plastic de~ign of
the columns using restrained column theory. Moment-ro-
tation curves for columns subject to ,sway were also de-
rived and expressed in terms of ~way parameters. A method
for the design of bracing to prevent frame instability
is presented. An example of'a 10 story 5 bay frame showed
potential steel savings of 22 percent over simple beam
elastic design.
Hansell, W. C.
MULTI-STORY FRAME ANALYSIS--COMPATIBILITY METHOD
Preliminary report distributed at Lehigh Project
Subcommittee WRC Meeting, November 1962.
This study introduced concepts for second order
analysis of unbraced multi-story frames based on pro-
viding compatibility between trial-and-error values
of rotations of beams and columns at joints. A means
of including values'of th~ rotation of the thrust line
of a column in the moment-rotation curves for columns
given in 273.8 was demonstrated.
*All Ph.D. Dissertations listed in this report may be purchased from
University Microfilms, Inc., Ann Atbor,Michigan.
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Levi, V., and Driscoll, G. C.
RESFONSE OF COLUMNS TO IN-PLANE LOADING, April
1963 (Committee distribution).
This paper presented material from 273.8 on the
development and use of solutions for the moment-end
rotation relationships for beam-columns prevented
from sway and permitted to sway.
Levi, V., priscoll, G. C.- and Lu, L. W.
ANALYSIS OF BEAM AND COLUMN SUBASSEMBLAGES IN
PLANAR MULTI-STORY FRAMES, July 1964, (Committee
distribution)
Material from 273.8 on the analysis of subassem-
b1ages both subjected to sway and prevented from sway
is presented here. The report shows how to determine
the moment-rotation behavior of columns having various
values of elastic restraining stiffness ranging from
zero to infinity. Restraint from beams is simulated
by a rotational spring. Concepts for a bilinear elas-
tic-perfectly plastic spring are discussed but exam-
ples only include unlimited elastic springs. There-
fore all results are limited by formation of a plastic
hinge in the column only.
Levi, V., Driscoll, G. C., and Lu, L. W.
STRUCTURAL SUBASSEMBLAGES PREVENTED FROM SWAY,
Journal of the Structural Division, ASeE, Vol.
91, STS, October 1965.
The portions of 273.11 related to subassemblages
prevented from sway are presented here.
Levi, V., Drisco 11, G• C. i and Lu, L. W.
ANALYSIS OF RESTRAINED COLUMNS PERMITTED TO SWAY,
Journal of the Structural Division, ASeE, Vol. 93
St 1, February 1967.
The portions of 273.11 related to subassemblages
permitted to sway are presented here.
*Pub lished Paper
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Levi, V. and Lay, M. G.
A METHOD FOR CHECKING THE STABILITY OF MULTI-
STORY FRAMES. (not Completed.)
Work on this report was discontinued because the
subject matter was incorporated in other later reports.
Lay, M. G. and Levi, V.
A LOWER BOUND DESIGN OF MULTI-STORY FRAMES
(Not completed)
Work on this report was discontinued because
the subject matter was incorporated in other later
reports"
Yura, J. A., Lu, L. We, and Driscoll, G. C.
PRO PO SAL FOR BRACED MULTI -STORY FRAME TESTS,
September 1963, (Committee distribution)
Tests on twv three-story, two-bay frames were
proposed. The tests would have required that two
identical pairs of frames be tested with a bracing
system forming each pair of frames into a sort of
a rectangular tower. The proposal was replaced by
a later proposal.
Yura, J. A., Yarimci, E., Lu, L. W. and Driscoll, G. C.
REVISED PROPOSAL FOR BRACED MULTI-STORY FRAME
TESTS, February 1964, (Committee distribution)
Tests on four planar, three-story, two-bay
frames subjected to various combinations of vertical
and horizontal loading were proposed. Test of each
frame as a single planar structure would be made
possible by the use of gravity load simulators and
a self-adjusting bracing system.
Driscoll, G. C.
LOAD -DEFLECTION CURVE OF BRACED AND UNBRACED
THREE-STORY FRAME, report not for publication
distributed at 9-23~63 Lehigh Project Sub-
committee Meeting.
Results of a step-by-step load deflection com-
putation up to ultimate load for a three-story, two-
bay frame subjected to proportional gravity and wind
loads were presented. First-order simple elastic and
plastic theories were used. Diagonal braced were
angles governed by maximum L/r ratios. The minimal
bracing reduced sway to 1/32 of the sway for the
same frame unbraced. The unbraced frames would ap-
pear to be much more susceptible to instability.
273.64
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Hansell, W. C.
REMARKS ON THE COMPATIBILITY METHOD FOR
MULTI-STORY FRAME ANALYSIS, report not
for publication distributed at 9-23-63
Lehigh Project Subcommittee WRC Meeting.
Further comments on the method introduced in
273.9 were presented. The report considered for-
mulation of the solution in matrix form. Comments
on significant variables were made. The P-delta
effect was singled out to be important. The effect
of axial load on the stiffnessof beam-columns with
slenderness ratios suitable for multi-story frames
was found to be nearly always negligible. Because
of the peculiarities at this particular method, it
appeared that column deflection curves considering
large deflection theory would be needed for upper
stories of frames. These stories do not ordinarily
present complications in design. This problem led
te eventual abandonment of the compatibility method.
Driscoll, G. C. and Beedle, L. S.
RESEARCH ON PLASTIC DESIGN OF MULTI-STORY
FRAMES, AISC Engineering Journal, Vol. 1,
No.3, July 1964'.
Description of research progress between 1956
and 1964 including design of braced frames, design
of "X" bracing, behavior of restrained column sub-
assemblages, column deflection curves, planned
frame test setup, gravity load Simulator, unbraced
frames, and model frame buckling tests. Report
was prepared as a summary for presentation at
May 19-64 AISC Nat±onal Engineering Conference in
Omaha.
Yura, J. A,. and Galambos, T. V.
ULTIMATE STRENGTH OF SINGLE~STORY STEEL
FRAMES, Journal of the Structural Division
ASeE, Vol. 91, ST5, October 1965
A study-of the behavior of single-story frames
with high axial loads on the columns showed the .
importance of the P-delta effect. Also demonstrated
was the necessity of using Ktir in the F ' term
e
in the column formulas for the AISC Specification.
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Number not assigned to any report.
Driscoll, G. C., Beedle, L. S., Galambos, T. V.
Lu, L. W., "Fisher, J. W., Ostapenko, Ao , and
Daniels J. H.
PLASTIC DESIGN OF MULTI-STORY FRAMES, Lec-
ture Notes, Lehigh University Summer Conference
1965.
Le.ctureB presented in complete detai 1 the deri-
vation of theory and design methods for both braced
and unbraced multi-story frames. Beams, columns,
bracing, and connections were covered. Design exam-
ples were keyed to th~ee multi-story frames, a
three-story, two-bay frame to be tested as a demon-
stration, a ten-story, three-bay frame, and a 24-
story, three-bay frame. Comparisons between al-
lowable stress designs and plastic designs of the
same frames were made.
Adams, P. F.
LOAD-DEFO~TIONRELATIONSHIPS FOR SIMPLE
FRAMES, December 1964 (Committee distribution).
A method is presented which allows the deterrnit~
ation of tre load-deformation curve for a simple
pinned-base frame. Integration of a realistic
moment-curvature-thrust relationship is necessary
to achieve the result. The method was prepared
primarily to make predictions of the behavior of
a frame test to be conducted at the 1965 summer
conference.
Project Staff
1964 SUMMARY OF PROJECT DESCRIPTIONS & PLANS,
WELDED CONTINUOUS FRAMES AND THEIR COMPONENTS
(PLASTIC DESIGN), November 1964. Summary
prepared for submission to sponsors with
finan~ia1 proposal.
Adams, p. F., and Yura, J. A.
DISCUSSION OF ELASTIC AND INELASTIC BUCKLING
OF PORTAL FRAMES by K. H. Chu and A. Pabarcius
Journal of the Engineering Mechanics Division,
ASeE, Vol. 91, April 1965.
Discussion of a paper pointed out the im-
portance of conside'ring the primary bending moments
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in the beams of a frame in determining ultimate
loads of frames. Results were compared with cal-
culations based o~ the 1961 and 1963 versions
of AISC Specifications, showing clearly that it
was nece~sary to use effective length in Fe' values
for the column interaction curve.
Parikh, B. P., Daniels, J. H., and Lu, L. W.
PLASTIC DESIGN OF MULTI-STORY FRAMES, Design
Aids, Lehigh University, Summer Conference,
1965.
Tables and charts were provided to assist in
design of multi-story frames by the methods presen-
ted in 273.20. Included were tables for axially
loaded columns and reduced plastic moment tables
for columns of A36 and A441 steel. Charts were
presented for analysis of restrained columns pre-
vented from sway and permitted to sway and for
design of columns in unb-raced frames according to
the sway subassemhlage method.
Yarimci, E., Parikh, B. P., Lu, L. W., and Driscoll,G. C.
PROPOSAL FOR UNBRACED MULTI-STORY FRAME TESTS,
March 1965, (Committee distribution)
Four tests on unbraced multi-story frames were
proposed, one of them to be conducted as a demonstr~
tion at the Summer Conference. Two three-story
two-bay frames and two three-story, 'one-"bay frames
were proposed. The proposal was prepared for pre-
sentation at the March 30, 1965 Lehigh Project
Subcommittee WRC Meeting.
Yura, J. A. and Driscoll, G. C.
PLASTIC DESIGN OF MULTI-STORY BUILDINGS--
A PROGRESS REBaRT, AISC Engineering Journal,
Vol. 2, No.3, July 1965.
A summary of work since 273.17 was presented
It was reported that work on braced frames was
nearly completed. Description of braced frame
test setups and results of first test was given.
Comments on the use of A441 steel and early work
on unbraced frames were mentioned.
*Published paper
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Staff
RESEARCH SPURS PLASTIC DESIGN OF MULTI-STORY
FRAMES, Engineering News-Record, Vol .. 174, No.
16, April 22, 1965.
A magazine article summarized plastic design
theory and the new concepts being developed for
multi-story frames. Discussions covered column
deflection curves, restrained columns, subassem-
blages and their application to frames.
Yura, J. A.
THE STRENGTH OF BRACED MULTI-STORY STEEL FRAMES,
PhoD Dissertation, Lehigh University, September
1965
The behavior of three three-story, two-bay
braced frames is analyzed by theory and test. Pre-
dictions were within 10 percent. Tests on two
subassemblages of beams and colu~ns within these
frames verified the suitability of the subassem-
blage concept for braced frames. Studies of diagonal
bracing considered the effect of sag of diagonal
rods and of prestress. It was shown that shears
due to unsymmetrical vertical loads in a frame
with plastic hinges have a significant effect on
the forces in the diagonal bracing.
Daniels, J. H.
ARRANGEMENTS FOR SUMMER CONFERENCE, PLASTIC
DESIGN~OF MULTI-STORY FRAMES.
SECRETARIES FILE, Parts I, II, III (3 vols.)
APPLICATION FORMS--PARTICIPANTS'; APPLICATION
FORMS--NON PARTICIPANTS, (2 vols.)
REGISTRATION RECEIPTS FOR SUMMER CONFERENCE
ON PLASTIC DESIGN OF MULTI-STORY FRAMES •.
CORRESBONDENCE--ENGINEERS, REGISTRATION, NSF
GRANTS -' ETC ~; CORRES PONDENCE- -CANCELLATIONS,
REQUESTS FOR LECTURE NOTES, (2 vals.).
At! of the above are non-distributed, oon-
published books of files concerned with the pre-
paration of Lecture Notes and Design Aids and
with the administration and housekeeping func-
tions for the 1965 Summer Conference. All are
filed under date of October 1965.
* .
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Staff
PROGRAM FOR SUMMER CONFERENCE ON PLASTIC DESIGN
OF MULTI-STORY FRAMES, Lehigh University,
August 1965.
The program of lectures and demonstrations is
filed under this numoer for future reference.
Beedle, L. S.
REVERSED LOADING OF FRAMES--PRELIMINARY TESTS
Proceedings, Structural Engineers Association
of California, 1965, p. 87
This paper gives preliminary results of tests
later reported more f~ul1y in 273.45. A three-story
one-bay frame and a three-story, two-bay frame were
each subjected to reversed static loading applied
to cause very large deflections. In each case a
considerable increase in load capacity was observed
when horizontal load was reversed after the first
application of load. Tentative reasons for the
increase were given as either a resisting over-
turning moment due to vertical loads in a contrary
displaced position or .strain hardening on successive
cycles of load application at plastic hinges which
always rotate in the same direction.
Driscoll, G. C.
LEHIGH CONFERENCE ON PLASTIC DESIGN OF MULTi-
·STORY FRAMES--A SUMMARY, AISC Engineering Jour-
nal, Vol. 3, No.2, April 1966. Also listed
as CALCUL EN PLASTICITE DES PORTIQUES A ETAGES
MULTI PLIES - -SYMPOSIUM A L' UNIVERSITE DE LEHIGH
Construction Metallique, No.4 (1966), Decem-
ber 1966, Paris, Frane. (French translation
of the AISC article)
This paper gives an outline of the plastic design
procedures proposed in the summer conference and pr&
sents test" curves for five of the supporting exper-
iments. Brief coverage· is given to preliminary de-
sign, preli~inary analysis, and examples of both
braced and unbraced frames. The checking procedure
for sway by the subassemblage method is also out- .
lined briefly.
Daniels, J. H., and Lu, L. W.
THE SUBASSEMBLAGE METHOD OF DESIGN~NG UNBRACED
MULTI-STORY FRAMES~ March 1966, (Committee dis-
tribution). .
Published paper
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This paper documents and further develops the
method presented in 273.20 for analysis of stories
of a frame considering the behavior of subassemblages.
This method is the first to use the realistic version
of the restraint provided by transversely-loaded beams
which form plastic hinges in an application of restrain-
ed column theory. An illustrative example is based
on one story of a frame designed in 273.20.
Hanse~l, w. C.
PRELIMINARY DESIGN OF UNBRACED MULTI -STORY
FRAMES, Ph.D Dissertation, Lehigh University,
June 1966.
This study deveiops the moment balancing pro-
cedure and examines in detail its assumptions. Special
features not treated in previous presentations of
moment balancing include alternate systems of
vertical and horizontal distribution of forces
to columns. Restricted plastic hinge patterns
may be used to control story sway. An eXqmple of
the preliminarv design of a 24-story, three-bay
frame is included' along with an outline of a pos-
sible computer treatment of the method.
Daniels, J. H.
A PLASTIC METHOD FOR UNBRAcED FRAME DESIGN
AISC Engineering Journal, Vol. 3 No.4, Oc-
tober 1966.
A summary of the subassemblage method 0.£ analysis
of unbraced frame is presented.
Yarimci, E., Yura, J. A., and Lu, L•.W4
TECHNIQUES FOR TESTING STRUCTURES PERMITTED
TO SWAY, May 1966, (Cotnmittee Distribution),
SESA, Experimental Mechanics, August 1967.
ROTATION GAGES FOR STRUCTURAL RESEARCH,
SESA, Experimental Mechanics, August 1968
Development and use of special equipment for
testing s~ructures subject to sway is described.
Included are the gravity load simulator, lateral
bracing mechanism, a hydraulic loading system,
and electrical rotation gages. Test curves from
four experiments conducted using these devices
are included.
*Pub lished paper
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Hansell, W. C.
PLASTIC MOMENT B.~\LANCING FOR UNBRACED MULTI-
STORY FRAMES, Status Report to Lehigh Project
Subcommittee, WRC, March 1966.
This status report describes the history of
the moment balancing procedure, the significance
of restricted hinge patterns, and a computer pro-
gram for preliminary designs. Cost comparisons
of different designs achieved through moment
balancing and energy absorption qualities of
different designs are discussed.
Murray, T. N. and Ostapenko, A.
OPrIMUM DESIGN OF UNBRACED MULTI-STORY FRAMES
BY PLASTIC THEORY, June 1966. (Committee dist.)
Moment balancing is used to make a least-
weight design of three-bay, multi-story frames.
program includes selection of member sizes from 83
column sections and 221 girder sections whose
dimensions are stored with the program. Moment
balancing is based on center-to-center dimensions
of the frame. Examples of a ten-story and a
24-story frame are presented and compared with de-
signs from other sources.
Driscoll, G. C.
pLASTIC DESIGN IN MULTI-STORY BUILDINGS:
BASIC CONCEITS AND PRELIMINARY DESIGNS, ta lk
presented at the AISC National Engineering
Conference, Boston, April 1966, (Report not
distributed, See 273.36)
This talk described the preliminary analysis
and preliminary design of both braced and unbraced
frames as part of a series of five talks in the
AISC session.
Parikh, B. p.
ELASTIC-PLASTIC ANALYSIS AND DESIGN OF UNBRACED
MULTI-STORY FRAMES, Ph.D Dissertation, Lehigh
University, May 1966
This report describes studies and a computer
program for the second-order elastic-plastic ana-
lysis of unbraced multi-stor~ frames. Besides
considering the P-delta effect, it considers the
effects of axial shortening, reduction in stiff-
ness due to residual stress, modified member stiff-
ness due to axial loads, and unloading of column
end moments due to plastic hinges in columns.
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The Fortran program uses the slope-deflection method
for solution of the structural analysis. The method
is suitable for analysis of a structure which has
been designed previously. Examples are: a single-
story, single-bay frame, a three-bay frame, and a
24-story, three-bay frame. A check on results
for frames formerly analyzed by Wood and by Hey-
man was also presented.
Yarimci, E.
INCREMENTAL INELASTIC ANALYSIS OF FRAMED
STRUCTURES AND SOME EXPERIMENTAL VERIFI-
CATIONS, Ph.D Dissertation, Lehigh Uni-
versity, May 1966
The incremental inelastic analysis of frames
using rate principles is discussed. Included is
discussion of the "possibility of accounting for
the hysteresis behavior of the ine-lastic moment-
curvature relationship which can make it possible
to accommodate a history of loading involving
curvature reversals. Results of tests on two
three-story, one-bay frames and a three-story
two-bay frame are presented and discussed. One
of the one-bay frames and "the tw.o-bay frame were sub-
jected to a cycle or more of reversed loading
in the inelastic range, revealing a marked in-
crease in ultimate load following the first cycle.
Tall, L., editor; Berg, G. V.; Degenkolb, H. J.;
Heyman, J.; Hooper, I.; Horne, M. R.; Johnston, B. G.;
Kawai, T.; Majid, K. L.; Popov, E. p.; Roderick
J. W.; Thur limann, B.; Voge 1, U.; and Wakabayashi, M.
PLASTIC DESIGN OF MULTI -STORY FRAMES: GUEST
LECTURES, Lehigh University Summer Conference,
1965
Twelve lectures on various topics in steel
structures which were presented by guest lecturers
at the 1965 summer conference are contained in
this volume.
Lu, L o W.
DISCUSSION ON AN ELASTIC-PLASTIC ANALYSIS BY
COMPUTER FOR FRAMED STRUCTURES LOADED UP TO
COLLAPSE By A. Jennings and K. Majid, The
Structural Engineer, Vol. 43, No. 12, Decem-
ber 1965, Discussion in Vol. 45, No.1,
January 1967".
"kPublished paper
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The discussion points out that: the original
paper rneglects the e££ect of axial load on the plas~
tic IIIIBOmen"t of col11llIlllUl.s and that this could results in
seriously unconservative designs.. As an alt.ern.ative
the procedure of 213.44 is cited.
Hansell, W. C.» and Driscoll, G. C.
PRELDITNAllY COHIDTEIl DESItB OF unRAC:m MULTI-
STOR.Y FRAHES- - Part: I - -H)HER'r BALA:RCINC TIIIOllY w
(not: com.pleted)
Hansell, W. C., and Driscoll» G. C.
PR.ELDIINAR.y OOHftlfTER DESIGN OF unRACED MULTI-
STOR.Y FRAHES:'-Part: ll:-I'OKTRAR PROGRAHl' (not
completed)
Driscoll, G. C., ADDacost:t J .. O. ~d Hansell, V. C..
COKPlrrER. PROGRAII FOB. PRKLD([RAR.Y PLASTIC DESIGN
OF MULTI-STORY FRAHES:J (in Preparation 1968)
This report will present: the CODIputer program··
prepared in conjunction with 273 .. 38.. It viII dis-
.. cuss the us-e of the program. and give .a brieg out-
line of the backgrounf o:f theory used in the program.
»Tiseoll, G. C., and Lu, L. V.
S1JJHHARY MID STATIlTS OF PLASTIC DIl'SIGR OF STEEL
IRDLTI-STOR.Y FRA.HES» 35th Annual Convention Pro-
ceedings, Struct:ural Engineers Association of _,
California;, Yosemd.te, October 1966 ..
This paper is largely the saae as 213.36, g1V:l.ng
a SUIDmlJID.ary of the methods of design for braced and
uDbraced frames plus results of verifying tests.
Additional material added is on "preliminary design
ad unbraced franmes and. the current status and fu-
ture work as October 1966.
Levi, V .. , Driscol1:t G. C. and Lu, L. V.
Closure to STIlUCT1JJKAL SmASSEHBIAGES BlEV'ER'lED
FROM SWAY, Journal of the Structural Division,
ASCE, Vol. 93, Bo .. ST2, April 1961.
Comments were made in answer to discussions by
J.. G. MacGregor, A. A. Eremio and A. K.. Gent in the
June 1966 ASCE Struct"ilIral Division Journal.
Lu, L. W., and Kamalvand:IJ H.
ULTDIATE STIlERGm 01' lATERALLY IDADED WLUMNS:I
November 1966, (Co~ttee distribtuion), Journal
of the Structural Division, .ASCE, Vol. 94 No. ST6,
June 1968.
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Analytical procedures were developed for
computing the maximum carrying capacity of steel
columns subject to combined axial thrust and lateral
load. Cases solved included pinned ends and fixed
ends and loading in the form of either center
conventrated loads or uniformly distributed load.
Slenderness ratios from 20 to 100 were considered.
Results gave good agreement with the AISC inter-
action curve considering transverse loading and
amplification.
Lu, L. W.
DESIGN OF BRACED MULTI-STORY FRAMES BY THE
PLASTIC METHOD, AISC Engineering Journal,
Vol. 4, No.1, January 1967.
This paper is a summary of the methods pre-
sented in the 1965 summer conference prepared for
the 1966 ArSC Conference. Tre report discusses
preliminary design, diagonal bracing, design of
girders subject to axial load in the braced bay,
des~gn of columns for full loading and checker-
board loading, check for columns in the braced
bay, estimation of sway deflection and design
examples.
Daniels, J 5 H., and Lu, L. W.
DESIGN CHARTS FOR THE SUBASSEMBLAGE METHOD OF
DESIGNING UNBRACED MULTI-STORY FRAMES, November
1966, (committee distribution)
Addittonal charts for the analysis of sway
subassemblages are presented to supplement those
provided in 273.24 and described in 273.37. The
composition of the design charts is briefly dis-
cussed and two examples are worked bo illustrate
use of the charts.
Lu, L. W., Armacost, J. 0., and Driscoll, G. C.
PLASTIC DESIGN OF MULTI-STORY FRAMES--
BRACEP FRAMES, January 1968, (Committee dist.)
A summary of the procedure for the plastic
design of braced multi-story frames is presented
The material is based on articles in 273,20, but
lengthy theoretical explanations are omitted. The
paper is intended to interpret 273.20 and 273.24
as they might be used in a design office. Examples
concerned with the design of a ten-story, three-
bay frame are based on a frame ~esigned in 273.20.
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Yarimci, E. and Lu, L. W.
STRENGTH AND DEFORMATION MODES OF UNBRACED
MULTI-STORY FRAMES, (In preparation)
To be presented in thisreport are: 1) a
discussion of the failure characteristics of un-
braced multi-story frames, 2) a description of
a computer program for analyzing unbraced frames,
3) results obtained from three frame tests, and
4) comparisons between theoretical predictions
and expe~imental results.
Follett, D. G.
ELASTIC-PLASTIC LOAD-DEFLECTION CURVE CONSIDERING
SECOND-ORDER EFFECTS AND INSTABILITY, CE406
Report, (Ostapenk0), October 1966.
A study was made of the elastic-plastic load-
deflection curve of a single-story, single-bay
frames under concentrated column loads and a con-
centrated load at the center of the beam. Only
the P-delta effect is considered in the second
order analysis. Loads to cause each plastic hinge
are determined by an iterative procedure. A separ-
ate procedure is required to determine the load
at which a plastic hinge forms in the unstable
portion of the load-deflection curve after the
maximum load has been passed.
Armacost, J. 0., Driscoll, G. C., and Lu, L. W.
PLASTIC DESIGN MEMBERS FOR UNBRACED MULTI-
STORY FRAMES, (Not completed)
The material for this report will be presented
instead in report No. 345.2
Sheninger, E. L., and Lu, L. ~.
PROFQSAL FOR TESTS OF NON-SWAY BEAM-AND-COLUMN
SUBASSEMBLAGES, May 1967, (Committee distribution)
Four tests of subassemblages were proposed
Two tests would have two loaded beams framing into a
continuous column member in such a fashion as to
cause double curvature bending, and two other tests
would have beams framing to columns in a manner
which would cause single curvature bending. The
columns would be subjected to axial load plus bending
moment caused by loading the beams transve~sely.
The behavior of restrained columns in which the re-
straining characteristics of the beams are altered
by the presence of plastic hinges will be studied.
273.64
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Yura, J. A. and Lu, L. W.
ULTIMATE LOAD TESTS ON BRACED MULTI-STORY
FRAMES, June 1968, (Committee distribution)
The results of tests on four three-story, two-
bay frames are presented. The frames were propor-
tioned by the plastic design method and were braced
against sidesway by diagonal bracing. The frames
were loaded by: 1) full gravity load, 2) checker-
board gravity (live) load, 3) full gravity load
plus wind, and 4) checkerboard gravity load plus
wind. The tests provide an experimental verifi-
cation of the design method.
Galambos, T. V., Lu, L. W., and Driscoll, G. C.
RESEARCH ON PLASTIC DESIGN OF MULTI-STORY
FRAMES AT LEHIGH UNIVERSITY, To be presented
at the 8th Congress of the International As-
sociation of Bridge and Structural Engineers
New York, September 1968.
This paper presents the highlights of work
since 1958 on plastic design of multi-story frames.
Topics covered are component behavior, development
of design and analysis methods, and experimental
verification on frames. A list of references is
included.
Sheninger, E. L., and Lu, L. W.
EXPERIMENTS ON NON-SWAY STRUCTURAL SUBASSEM-
BLAGES, July 1968.
The results of four beam-and-column subassem-
blage tests proposed in report 273.59 are presented.
The behavior of the continuous columns in the sub-
assemblages is described and the observed strength
is compared with theoretical predictions. These
tests also serve as verifications of the design
method developed for columns in braced multi-
story frames.
Sampat, S. G.
COMPARATIVE STUDy'OF PLASTIC AND ELASTIC METHOD
OF DESIGN FOR A MULTI-STORY BUILDING, CE 406
Report, June 1960, File 354.138, (Beedle, Levi)
This report presents the results of an in-
dividual graduate student design problem. A plastic
design by the method of report 273.3 was made and
compared with the elastic design of an existing
l4-story office building furnished by a consulting
engineering firm. The plastic design 'resulted in
an apparent savings of 14.9 percent of steel weight
compared to the continuous elastic design actually
273.64
273.64
built, and 22.6 percent against a simple beam
elastic design prepared for comparison.
Driscoll, G. C., and Lu, L. W.
1968 SUMMARY REBaRT ON PLASTIC DESIGN OF
MULTI-STORY FRAMES, July 1968, (Committee
distribution)
Progress on projects 273, 276, 278, and 297
from 1958 to 1968 is summarized with project ob-
jectives, outline, and lists,of reports.
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Proj. 276 FRAME STABILITY
"1\276.1
276.3
276.4
Galambos, T. V.
INFLUENCE OF PARTIAL BASE FIXITY ON THE BUCrZ-.
LING STRENGrH OF RIGID FRAMES, July 19.59.
(Committee distribution)
INFLUENCE OF PARTIAL BASE FIXITY ON FRAME
S~ABILITY, Trans. ASeE, 126 (II), p. 929
( 1961)
Presents solutions to the elastic buckling
strength of single-and tw~-story frames with simulated
base restraint. It is shown that a small amount of
base fixity would increa~e significantly the buckling
load of these frames.
Lu, L. W.
A SURVEY OF LITERATURE ON THE STABILITY OF
FRAMES, Dec. 1961 (Committee distribution),
Welding Research Council Bulletin No. 81,
Sept. 1962.
Contains a general survey of various frame
instability theories, discussion of several important
papers, and a review of research trends. A list of
references and a summary of solutions for some prac-
tical frames are also included.
Lu, L. W.
STABILITY OF ELASTIC AND pARTIALLY PLASTIC
FRAMES, Ph.D Dissertation, Lehigh University
October, 1960.
Presents solutions to the elastic and inelastic
buckling of a simple portal frame. The material was
rewritten as three separate reports: 276.5, 276.6,
276.7.
Lu, L. W.
BUCKLING TESTS ON MODEL STEEL FRAMES (not
completed)
This report was to summarize the results of
two series of experiments conducted on small scale
frames to study their buckling behavior. It was not
issued. However, the test results have been published
in 276.5 and Fritz Laboratoiy Report 205.70 J~n the
Application of Plastic Design" by L. S. Beedle
.J...
"'Published paper
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Lu, L. W.
ON THE STABILITY OF FRAMES UNDER INITIAL BENDING
MOMENTS, May 1962 (Co~nittee distribution), Proc.
ASCE, 89 (8T3) , p. 35 (June 1963)
Presents the results of a theoretical and experi-
mental study of the influence of primary bending moments
on the buckling strength of a simple portal frame. Both
symmetrical and antisymmetrica1 modes of buckling are
included.
Ojalvo, M. and Lu, L. W.
ANALYSIS OF FRAMES LOADED INTO THE PLASTIC RANGE,
Dec. 1960 (Committee distribution) Proc. ASeE, 87
(EM4) p. 35. (Oct. 1961)
A graphical method for analyzing~ frames loaded with
the inelastic range is presented. The method involves the
determination of a "compatible" moment and rotation at a
joint by the intersection of two moment versus end-rotation
curves of the adjoining members. It is possible in this
method to include the effect of initial residual stresses
and instability effect of beam-columns.
Lu, L. W.
INELASTIC BUCKLING OF STEEL FRAMES, May 1963
(Committee distribution) Froc. ASCE, 91 (8T6)
(Dec. 1965)
A numerical method for determining the sidesway
buckling load of partially yielded portal frames is pre-
sented. The method makes use of the analysis procedure
described in Report No. 276.6, and is basically an exten-
sion of the moment distribution method previously developed
for elastic stability analysis. The validity of the method
is checked by experiments conducted on model frames. Also
presented is a new emperical formula to be used in esti-
mating the reduction in load carrying capacity due to frame
buckling.
Lu, L. W.
DISCUSSION ON IIELASTO-PLASTIC ANALYSIS BY NUMER-
ICAL PROCEDURES. II by A.L. Tong, Froc. ASCE, 87
(EM3) p. 75, (June 1961)
This discussion shows the possibility of using
the column deflection curve method in the analysis of
aluminum beam-columns.
Yen, Y. C., Lu, L. W. and Driscoll, G. C. Jr.
TESTS ON THE STABILITY OF STEEL FRAMES, Sept.
1961 (Committee distribution). Welding Re-
search Council Bulletin No. 81 Sept. 1962 .
*Pub1ished paper
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The results of buckling tests conducted on three
sets of pinned base portal frames are presented. The
frames are presented. The frames were fabricated from
a small wide-flange shape and were loaded symmetrically
on the beams as well as the column tops. These tests
were performed to check the validity of the analytical
method developed in Report No. 276.7.
Lu, L. W.
DISCUSSION ON "CONTINUOUS BEAM-COLUMN'S ON ELASTIC
FOUNDATION" by S. L. Lee, T. M. Wang and J. S~
Kao, Proc. ASCE, 87 (EM4) p. 149 (August 1961)
The discussion develops a three-moment equation
for analyzing continuous beam-columns (elastic range re-
sponse only): This is a supplement to the methods pre-
sented by the authors which are concerned with only slope-
deflection and moment distribution· techniques.
Yen, Y. C., Lu, L. W., and Driscoll, G. C., Jr.
PROPOSAL FOR INVESTIGATION OF INSTABILITY OF
MULTI-STORY FRAMES, Oct. 1962, (Committee
Distribution).
A test program to investigate the inelastic buckling
strength of multi-story frames was proposed. A total of
four tests were included in the program. All test specimens
were to be single bay, three story frames. Only one of
the tests was actually completed, the results of which
are included in Report No. 276.14.
Yen, Y. C.
FRAME STABILITY BY ENERGY METHOD, Nov. 1962
(Preliminary report on thesis topic)
This brief report outlines the application of
energy methods to inelastic instability problems related
to multi-story frames.
Yen, Y. C.
INSTABILITY ANALYSIS AND TEST SETUP OF THREE-
STORY FRAMES, Sept. 1963 (Preliminary report
at Lehigh Project Subcommittee Sept. 1963
meeting)
This report gives a summary of progress of the
experimental work proposed in Report No. 276.11 and the
theoretical work outlined in Report No. 276.12.
*Published paper
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Yen, Y. C.
ELASTIC AND PARTIALLY PLASTIC INSTABILITY OF
MULTI-STORY FRAMES, Ph.D. Dissertation, Lehigh
University, 1964.
A solution of inelastic frames instability pro-
hlems by the energy methods is presented. The results
are compared with a thre~-stort frame test and with
solutions obtained by other methods.
Lu, L. W.
CLOSURE TO "STABILITY OF FRAMES UNDER. PRIMARILY
BENDING MOMENTS" (276.5), Proc. ASCE, 90 (ST4)
p. 255 (August 19~4)
The closure discussion gives some experimental
evidence to support the use of small deformation ap-
proximation in buckling analysis. One discusser of
the paper mentions, the possible importance of the large
deflection effect.
Lu, L. W.
EFFECTIVE LENGTH OF COLUMNS IN GABLE FRAMES,
Nov. 1964, Engineering Journal, AISC, 2 (1)
p. 6 (Jan. 1965).
The article gives a chart for determining
the K factors for columns in single span gable frames.
Galambos, T. V.
LATERAL SUPPORT FOR TIER BUILDING FRAMES,
Engineering Journal, AISC, 1 (1) (Jan. 1964)
The paper derives several expressions for
determining the sway bracing requirement in multi-
story frames.
McNamee, B. M.
THE GENERAL BEHAVIOR AND STRENGTH OF UNBRACED
MULTI-STORY FRAMES UNDER GRAVITY LOADING, June
1967. Ph.D. Dissertation; Lehigh University.
The report develops an analytical method (cal-
led small lateral load methods) for predicting the buck-
ling strength of multi-story frames l~aded by gravity
load. A computer program is prepared to faciltate the
application of the method. The validity of ,the method
is checked by comparison of' the theoretical predictions
with the results obtained from frame buckling tests
conducted on two sets of three.story, single-bay
frames. Also presented are the results of analytical
-70
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studies performed to examine the effects on frame buck-
ling strength caused by varying the structural para-
meters. It- is concluded that for practical frames,
inelastic frame buckling is not likely to reduce sig-
nificantly the load carrying capacity.
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278.1
278.2
278.3
Ojalvo, M.
LITERATURE SURVEY ON THE ANALYSIS AND DESIGN
OF RESTRAINED COLUMNS, December 1959, (Com-
mittee distribution)
This study covered 38 papers treating the pro-
blem of columns loaded and restrained only at their
ends and subject to bending about a principal axis.
Relatively satisfactory references were found to treat
the cases where the members are subjected to only
axial load up to the instant of buckling.
References were not nearly as complete on the
solution of problems related to structures in which
the columns are called upon to support bending as
well as axial loads. References listed covered only
columns having rectangular or annular cross sections
or I-sllaped sections bent about the minor axis. One
reference considered unequal restraints and end mo-
ments. One reference attempted to extend the so 1ution
to continuous columns in a tier-type structure.
Ojalvo, M.
RESTRAINED COLUMNS, September 1959, (Committee
distribution), Journal of the Engineering Mech-
anics Division, ASGE, Vol. 86, No. EM 5, Oc-
tober 1960.
A method for determining the carrying capacity
of restrained columns of constant cross section is de-
scribed. It is applicable for equal or non-equal end
moments and for non-linear restraining functions. It
is shown how nomographs may be developed for columns
with one end hinged and for columns with equal applied
end moments and with equal rotational restraints at
the ends.
A discussion by Mansell (ASCE, Vol. 87, No. EM 1, Feb.
1961) proved that the general solution is a symmetric
periodic wave and that the solution can'be used to
solve a wider range of problems including cases in-
volving sway.
Ojalvo, M.
RESTRAINED COLUMNS, Ph.D. Dissertation, Lehigh
pniversity, 1960_
* .Pub lished paper
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Complete theoretical development of the work
described in 278.2 is given$ Extensive sets of nomo-
graphs are presented. Additional nomographic methods
are given for the solution of the general case of re-
strained columns and columns with one end fixed and
the other end partially restrained. Moment-rotation
curves for unrestrained columns show the rotation
capacity of the columns. Some experimental veri-
fication is provided by comparisons with unrestrained
beam-column tests.
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Ojalvo, M. and Levi, V.
COLUMN DESIGN IN CONTINUOUS STRUCTURES, July
1961 (Committee distribution)
Oja1vo, M. and Levi, V.
COLUMNS IN PLANAR CONTINUOUS STRUCTURES,
Journal of the Structural Division, ASCE,
Vol. 89, No. ST 1, February 1963.
The analysis of subassemblages in non-sway
mult~-story frames is presented. The solution is
limited to bending about the weak axis of the columns
for sufficient other cases at the time the report
was prepared. Solution is accomplished by matching
the end rotation of columns with the end rotation
of beams subject to uniformly distributed transverse
load and bending symmetrically about their centerline.
Ojalvo, M. and Fukumoto, Y.
NOMOGRAPHS FOR THE SOLUTION OF BEAM-COLUMN
PROBLEMS, July 1961, (Committee distribution)
Welding Research Council Bulletin No o 78,
June 1962.
Additional nomographs for the solution of pro-
blems described in 278.2, 278.3 and 278.4 are presented,
described and illustrated through examples. Curves
cover cases of strong axis and weak axis bending with
equal end moments for pip from 0.12 to 0.6 and Llry
from 20 to 140. Nomographs for the same range are in-
cluded for the case of one end moment only. Additional
moment-rotation curves are given for weak axis bending
for pip ranging from 0.5 to 0.8 and L/r from 40 to 70.
y
Galambos, T. V., and Lay, M. G.
PROPOSAL FOR RESTRAINED COLUMN TESTS, June
1962, (Committee distribution).
*Published paper
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Eight tests of columns restrained by beams
framing to their top and bottom ends were proposed.
Axial load and equal end moments were to be applied
to the subassemblages. Axial load ratios, slender-
ness ratios, and restraint stiffnesses columns theory.
Certain variations in the amount and spacing of lateral
,bracing for the columns were also to be studied.
Lay, M. G., Aglietti, R. A., and Galambos, T. V.
TESTING TECHNIQUES FOR RESTRAINED BEAM-COLUMNS,
october 1963, (Committee distribution). Ex-
perimental Mechanics, Vol. 6, No.1, Jan 1966.
This paper descr~bes the testing arrangement
used for making the restrained column tests of 278.6
The requirements for such a test are described along
with the testing arrangement, measurement of f0rces
and deformations, and secondary effects introduced
by the testing ar~angement Means for simulating
sway in the test setup are also discussed.
Lay, M. G., and Galambos, T. V.
PRELI~~NARY REFeRT ON RESULTS OF RESTRAINED
COLUMNS TESTS, September 1963, (Distributed
at meeting 9-23-63 of Lehigh Project Subcoro-'
mittee, WRC) .
Graphs of seven restrained column subassemblage.
tests were presented. For all results except with pipy
of 0.8 the theoretical curve provided close and slightly
conservative estimates of the results. Even with 0.8,
the estimate of strength of complete structure was
good, but the column strength was slightly overestimated.
There was no apparent instability'effects associated
with the unloading portion of the column curve. This
supports the theory that the unloading portion can be
used in design to effect an increase in load capacity
estimates for a structure.
Lay, M. G.
DISCUSSION OF PAPER: THE EFFECT OF RESTRAINT
UBON THE COLLAPSE LOADS 'OF MILD STEEL TRUSSES
by B. G. Neal and D. S. Mansell, International
Journal of Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 5, p. 87-
97, February 1963. (Submitted as letter to
the editor, June 1963)
This discussion points to ,the fact that the
original paper claimed to be m.aking an exact 'solution
of a deflection problem for a strut using the second
derivative for curvature rather than the exact math-
*Pub lished paper
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ematica1 expression for curvature containing an ex-
pression to the 3/2 power. Reference was made to '20SA.35
and 273.4A which show results for columns in which
curvatures are great enough that inelastic moments are
caused invalidating linear curvature theory.
Lay~ M. G. and Galambos, T. V.
TESTS ON BEAM AND COLUMN SUBASSEMBLAGES, June
1964, (Committee distribution).
THE EXPERIMENTAL BEllAVIOR OF RESTRAINED COLUMNS,
Welding Research Council Bulletin No. 110,
November 1965.
More complete test results are given for the
tests previously reported in 278.8. It was concluded
that restrained theory adequately predicts the results.
It was also concluded that Simple plastic theory
gives a good prediction when plastic hinges form in
the beam at a smaller rotation than required to cause
unloading in a column meeting at the same joint.
However when unloading of the column occurs at a
'lower rotation than that vb ich causes hinging in the
beam, it is best to go to restrained column theory
to prove a design.
It was also shown that elastic theory using
elastic restraint factors and effective column lengths
is less accurate but does not lead to gross inaccuracies
in the prediction of joint strengths.
Lay, M. G. and Galambos, T•.V.
Discussion of STABILITY OF ELASTo-PLASTIC
WIDE-FLANGE COLUMNS, by G. F. Hauck and S. L.
Lee, (ASeE, Vol. 89, ST 6, December 1963),
Journal of the Structural Division, ASeE, Vol.
90, No. ST 2, April 1964.
This discussion poi~ted out that the authors
paper presented solutions of restrained column pro-
blems which had already been treated more extensively
in the Lehigh ~iterature. It also pointed out that
the closed form of solution applied was limited in
use both because so many significant factors had to
be omitted and because only a limited number of
solutions can be achieved. It was also pointed out
by the discussers that there was a possible region
of stable structure behavior even after columns
had reached their unloading stage.
*Published paper
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Lay, M. G.
THE MECHANICS OF COLUMN DEFLECTION CURVES,
June 1964, (Committee distribution)
An extensive study of the construction and
use of column deflection curves is given in this paper.
The representation of the behavior of various beam-
column moment-rotation curves and interaction curves
through the use of C.D.C.'s is discussed. The be-
havior of beam-columns once plastic hinges form with-
in their length is discussed as well as cases of un-
winding and instability.
Lay, M. G.
Discussion of ITERATIVE LIMIT LOAD ANALYSIS
OF TALL FRAMES, by N. C. Lind, (ASeE, 90,
ST 2, p. 103, April 1964), Journal of the
Structural Division, ASCE, Vol. 90, No. ST4
August 1964.
This discussion directed caution to the case
in the solution of tall frames when the column moment
rotation behavior was not bilinear elastic-plastic
but b.ad an unloading portion. It poiLlted out tltat
in this case the plastic hinges formed between the
ends of the columns and not at their ends. The dis-
cussion presented an equation to aid in determining
whether the undesired behavior was likely to occur
in a given column.
Aglietti, R. A., Lay, M. G. and Galambos,·T. V.
TESTS ON A36 AND A441 STEEL BENM-COLUMNS,
June 1964, (Committee distribution)
This report presents the results of five
beam-column tests made to study the effect of lateral-
torsional buckling and the behavior of high-strength
steel columns. Two beam-columns were of ASTM A441
steel and three were of ASTM A36 steel. Two of the
A36 columns were tested as unbraced beam-columns and
one as an unbraced restrained column. Results were
compared with a braced restrained column reported
in 278.10. The A44l members were tested one with
and one without bracing between their ends.
All members were subjected to single curva-
ture bending. Results showed that they were affected
by lateral-torsional buckling, and more so as axial
force increased. Reduction in rotation capacity due to
lateral-torsional buckling. appeared to be more severe
for more slender columns.
Comparison with the CRe interaction formula
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involving an amplification factor for the applied
moment showed that formular to be adequate for
design purposes in~most cases.
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Proj. 297 PLASTIC DESIGN IN HIGH STRENGTH STEEL
Lay, M. G.
PROPOSAL FOR RESEARCH ON PLASTIC DESIGN IN HIGH
STRENGTH STEELS ,August 1962, (Committee distribution)
The proposal outlines a planned program to inves~
tigate the' p1asti~ behavior of high strength steel (A441)
members and frames. The work included 1) Experiments
on basic material properties 2) analytical. studies and 3)
structural tests.
Lay, M. G.
A BRIEF SURVEY OF U. S. STRUCTURAL STEEL TYPES,
Sept, 1962 (Committee distribution)
A survey was conducted in the structural steels
~vailable in the U. S. in 1962. Included in this report
are A7, A373 A36, A440, A441 and A242
Lay, M. G.
THE EXPERIMENTAL BASES FOR PLASTIC DESIGN - A
SURVEY OF THE LITERAT.URE" March, 1963. (Com~ittee
distribution) Welding Research Council Bulletin
No. 99, Sept. 1954.
The results of a survey of the past experiments
to study the plastic behavior of steel structures are pre-
sented.
Lay, M. G. and Gimsing, N.
FURTHER STUDIES OF THE MOMENT-THRUST-CURVATURES
RELATIONSHIP Jan. 1964 (Committee distribution)
Welding Journal, 30(2), p. 86-5 (F~_~. 1965) .
The report gives the results of some tests conduc-
ted on eccentrically loaded stub columns. The purpose of
these tests was to study experimentally the moment-thrust-
curvature relationships of wide-flange sections and to
compare with theoretically predicted relationships.
Lay, M. G. and Galambos, T. V.
THE DUCTILITY OF STEEL STRUCTURES, March 1964
(Committee distribution) Proe. ASCE, 91 (ST4)
p. 125 (August 1965)
oh
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The report gives an assessment of the inelastic
load-deformation response of frames and frame components,
such as beams, beam-columns and subassemblages. The load-
deformation response can be used to evaluate the ductility
and, consequently, the energy absorption capa~ity of these
structures~
Lay, M. G.
THE STATIC LOAD-DEFORMATION BEHAVIOR OF PLANAR
S~EEL STRUCTURES, Ph.D Dissertation, Lehigh Uni-
versity.
The dissertation contains analytical and experimental
studies on the following problems: yielding process in
structural steel, flange Local buckling in wide-flange
shapes, lateral buckling and lateral buckling requirements
of beams under u~iform moment and under moment gradient
strength of beam-columns and subassemblages. The results
were later presented in separate reports: 297.9, 297.10, 297.11
297.12 and 278.10. ~.
Adams, p. F.
DETERMINATION OF THE STATIC YIELD LEVEL AND THE
STRAIN HARDENING MODULUS, March 1964.
The report describes a laboratory procedure for
determining the static yield level and the strain hardening
modulus of material from tension tests.
Adams, p. F., Lay, M. G. and Galambos, T. V.
~PERIMENTS ON HIGH STREN"GTH STEEL MEMBERS, July
1964 (Committee distribution). Welding Research
Council Bulletin No. 110, Nov. 1965.
The report describes· tests performed on members of
ASTM A441 Steel. The testing program included basic material
property tests, beam tests under uniform moment and moment
gradient as well as beam-column tests. The results of the
tests are presented and discussed.
Lay, M. G. and Galambos, T. V.
THE INELASTIC BEHAVIOR OF CLOSELY BRACED STEEL BEAMS
UNDER UNIFORM MOMENT, July 1964 (Committee distri-
bution).
YIELDING OF UNIFORMLY .LOADED STEEL MEMBERS, Froc.
ASeE, 91 (S~6) p. 49 (Dec. 1965)
INELASTIC STEEL BEAMS UNDER. UNIFORM MOMENT, Proe.
ASeE,91 (ST6) p. 67 (Dec. "1965)
oJ..
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The report discusses the discontinuous yielding
process of structural steel and develops bracing spacing
r"y.les for inelastic beams under uniform moment. The con-
cept of optimum bracing design is introduced and it is
found that the present (1963) AISC Specification rule is
close to the optimum spacing.
Lay, M. G.
SOME STUDIES OF FLANGE LOCAL BUCKLING IN WIDE-
FLANGE SHAPES, July 1964 (Committee distribution)
Proc. ASCE, 91 (ST6). p. 95 (Dec. 1965)
A new formula for the limiting flange width-to
flange thickness ratio is developed for use in plastic
design. Limiting ratios are given for beams under uni-
form moment and under moment gradient.
Lay, M. G. and Galambos, T. V.
BRACING REQUIREMENTS FOR INELASTIC STEEL BEAMS,
July 1964 (Committee distribution) Froc. ASCE,
92 (ST2) p. 207 (April 196~)
The report develops criteria for selecting bracing
members for inelastic beams. Three separate criteria are
to be satisfied in design: axial strength, axial stiffness
and bending strength and stiffness. The application of
these design criteria is illustrated by an example.
Lay, M. G. and Galambos, T. V.
THE INELASTIC BEHAVIOR OF BEAMS UNDER MOMENT GRADIENT
July 1964 (Committee distribution) Proe. ASCE, 93
(STl),.p. 381 (Feb. 1967)
The paper examines the behavior of beams under mo-
ment gradient. It is shown that local buckling is likely
to be the predominant factor in governing the rotation
capacity, rather than lateral buckling. This effect of
high shear forces in elastic beams is analyzed, and is
found to reduce the rotation capacity of the beams.
Adams, P. F., Lay, M. G. and Galambos, T. V.
PROPOSAL FOR FURTHER STUDIES OF FLANGE AND WEB
LOCAL BUCKLING, June 1964 (Committee distribution)
This proposal outlines five series of tests for
investigating the post local buckling behavior of wide-
flange shapes.
*Pub lished paper
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Kerfoot, R. p.
ROTATION CAPACITY OF BEAMS, March 1965 (Committee
distribution)
An analysis of a three span beam is used to il-
lustrate the effect of yield strength on rotation capacity
The analysis consists of: (1) determination of the ro-
tation capacity required to permit the formation of a
mechanism (2) determination of the rotation capacity
available (3) determination of limiting values of length
to depth and .unbraced length to ensure that adequate
rotation capacity is available. The limiting values
of length-to-depth ratio resulting from the rotation
capacity analysis are compared with those required to
meet a working load deflection criterion.
Harrison, H. R.
COMPUTER ANALYSIS OF PLANE FRAMES, July 1965
(Committee distribution)
An elastic analysis program in Fortran language
is presented for rigid-or pin-jointed frames. It con-
siders bending, shear and axial deformations of members,
as well as temperature changes, shrinkage, and lack-af-fit.
It requires input of counts of members, member data,
a statics matrix, and a load matrix. All other neces-
sary matrices aDe constructed by the program and the pro-
blem is solved by the displacement method. Three examples
are presented.
Harrison, H. B.
THE ELASTIC-PLASTIC ANALYSIS OF PLANE FLEXURAL
FRAMES, July 1965, (Committee distribution)
A Fortran program for the elastic-plastic analysis
of plane flexural frames is presented. Input required is
frame geometry, member properties, initial statics matrix
and loads. The program makes an elastic analysis by the
displacement method, determines the location and formation
of the first plasticlhinge, and introduces a real hinge
at the location of the first hinge. A new elastic-analysis
is performed and the process is repeated success~vely
until enough information has been obtained to construct
a complete first-order load-deflection curve of the frame
up to formation of a mechanism. Three examples are pre-
sented.
Harrison, H. B.
THE SECOND-ORDER ELASTIC ANALYSIS OF PLANE RIGID
FRAMES, November 1965 , (Committee distribution)
273.64
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A Fortran program is presented for both first-
and second-order elastic analysis of plane rigid frames.
Input required is only frame dimensions, member properties
and load sets. The program uses an iterative process to
obtain solutions of the frame with equilibrium formulated
in a displaced position. A sequence of load sets can be
analyzed to compute the elastic stability load for a
"frame. A one-story and a four-story frame are analyzed.
Arnold, P., Adams, p. F. and Lu, L. We
ExPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL BEHAVIOR OF A HYBRID
FRAME, May 1966 (Committee distribution)
STRENGTH AND BEHAVIOR OF AN INELASTIC HYBRID FRAME,
Proe. ASeE, 94 (ST1) , p. 243 (Jan. 1968)
The results of a test on a portal frame consisting
of an A36 beam ~nd A441 columns are presented. Theoretical
predictions, including the effects of P-6 moment and strain
hardening, are given and compared with the experimental
results.
Adams, p. F.
PLASTIC DESIGN IN- HIGH STRENGTH STEEL, May 1966
Ph.D. Dissertation, Lehigh University
A summary of. the previa.us work on plastic behavior
of high-strength steel members is reviewed in this dis-
sertation. Also discussed are the design rules and the
importance of material property considerations in plastic
design. Some of the material is presented separately in
Report Nos. 297.20 and 297.23.
Adams, p. F.
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS FOR PLASTIC DESIGN, Engineering
Journal, AISC, 3 (4), P. 150 (Oct. 1966)
The paper gives a comparison of the behavior and
strength of A36 and A441 steel members and. frames. Also
discussed are the design rules for A441 steel members.
Batt, B. A.
ELASTIC-PLASTIC ANALYSIS OF FRAMES INCLUDING
AXIAL FORCE EFFECT ON MOMENT CAPACITY,
June 1966 (Committee distribution)
The report gives the details of a first-order-
frame analYsi.s program which takes into account the re-
duction of moment capacity due to axial force. This pro-
gram is a modification of the program developed in Re-
port No. 297.16
'1(Pub lished paper
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Adams, p. F. and Galambos, T. V.
PLASTIC DESIGN RULES FOR STRUCTURAL STEEL, (Not
Completed)
The report will summarize the design rules for
local and lateral buckling for A36 and A441 steels
Adams, p. F. and Galambos, T. V.
MATERIAL CONSIDERATIONS IN PLASTIC DESIGN, Nov.
1966 (Committee distribution).
This report presents the results of an analytical
study of the deformation behavior of a three-span beam.
The study considers the spread of the yielded zones at
plastic hinge locations by using a moment-curvature re-
lationship which directly reflects the stress-strain curve
of the material. The effect of the material properties
on moment redistribution is investigated as well as the
influence of the rotary straightening process on the
effective material properties.
Arnold, p., Adams, p. F. and Lu, L. W.
THE EFFECT OF INSTABILITY ON THE CYCLIC BEHAVIOR
OF A FRAME, Proceeding, RILEM Symposium on "Ef-
fect of Repeated Loading on Materials and Struc-
tural Elements, Mexico City, Sept. 1966.
The paper gives the experimental results obtained
from cyclic testing of the portal frame described in Report
No. 297.18. Theoretical predictions are also shown.
Harrison, H." B.
THE ECONOMIC USE OF HIGH'STRENGTH STEEL IN RIGID
FRAME BUILDING, Ja~. 1966 (Committee distribution)
This paper presented load-deflection curves of
twelve four-story frames designed for comparison of the
behavior of structures built from combinations of A36 and
A572 (Grade 55) steel. It was found that the strength-
to-cost ratio should be better in frames using the high
strength steel from among eight frames of constant stiff-
ness. Among four frames of equal ultimate strength, one
with A36 beams and high-strength columns had better stiff-
ness and was nearly as economical as and all high-strength
steel frame. Load-deflection curves were determined by
the program of 297.16, and ultimate loads were estimated
by Merchant-Rankine type of -interaction equation .
..l..
rtPublished paper
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Adams, P. F. and Galambos, T. V.
DISCUSSION ON "IMPORTANCE OF STRAIN-HARDENING
IN PLASTIC DESIGN" by A. P. Hrennikoff Proc.
ASCE, 92 (ST2), (April 1966)
This discussion is about an article warning of
the danger of tensile fracture in members with a low
strain-hardening modulus loaded into the plastic range.
The discussion raises the point that it is necessary to
have unusual restraint against local buckling or a very
low bit rat·io to have fracture occur prior to local
buckling. Because bit would have to be 4 or 6 or less,
the probability of tensile fracture is shown to be
small.
*Pub lished paper
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